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Diversity group
passes senate
By Linnea Anderson

TNH Staff
A diversity group got a second
chance Sunday night when student
senators decided give it a shot at recei ving funding.
The vote-29 in favor, 16against
and 5 abstentions-overrules a decision made by the Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC) last week to deny the
Diversity Support Coalition (DSC)
membership and funding.
A lack of experience, unclear
membership policies, and an unfinalized
constitution were some problems with
the concept cited by senators voting

against the bill.
Senators voting in favor of the bill
said the coalition deserves a chance to
prove itself. Others said it would be an
opportunity for the campus to show it is
truly in favor of diversity.
Five multicultural organizations
have joined the DSC, namely the AfricanAmerican StudentAlliance, the Latin
American Student Association, Hillel,
the Campus Gay Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance (CBLGA) and the Native
American Cultural Organization.
Membership to the coalition is open
to new organizations that fit under the
multicultural definition, senator Juan

Diversity, page 2

UNH Gymnastics
team vaults into
second place at
ECAC tournament
By Kate Scalttti
TNH Sports Staff
Mta nailing the landing from her first vault, the
audience rose to its fe.e~ and waited for the judges to
post the score. While her teammates' chanted" 10," the
two judges posted her score: a 9.95, an ECAC meet
record.
Lori Brady, the ftrst collegiate gymnast to score a
perfect 10 on the vault, didn't get the 10 in front of the
home crowd Saturday, but she did lead the Wildcats to
a second place fmish in theECAC championships with
hez first place in the all-around competition.
"I really wanted the 10," said Brady. Head Coach
Gail Goodspeed agreed that the vault was perfec~ and
wished that she cou1d have shown the judges the
videotape.
As expected. Maryland's Towson State won the
team competition wilha 191.9. an ECAC meet record.
1be WiJdcats fell just behind Towson with a score of
188.9, a season~igh scoce for UNH.
Brady's first place finishes on vault, bars and floor
earned her first place in the all-around competition,
ith a me.et record of 38.9.
The team•s positive attitude carried it through the
competition, and conttibuled to solid performances.
UNH began its evening on the uneven bars, where the

Gymnastics, page 11

Breadllleadow (Tim BroadriduTNH Staff boto).

Student elections kick off

Fischler/Broadmeadow
stress communication

Horowitz/Behrman hope
diversity will help their ticket

By Keith Canniff
TNH Staff

By Keith Canniff
TNH Staff

Student Body Presidential candidate Mark Fischler called
the UNH campus a family whose lifeblood is communication at
last night's first "Meet the Candidates" session of the 1992
presidential campaign.
Fischler and his running mate Sarah Broadmeadow stressed
that increased communication between students and administrators will be a main issue addressed in their platform.
Communication will help progress on issues of diversity,
security, academics and funding, Fischler said.
The candidates also stressed the need for a more aggressive
approach to making progress in such areas as increased funding

Taylor Horowitz and Gavin Behrman, candidates for student body president and vice president, stressed the diversity of
their ticket and its awareness of the real needs of UNH students.
"We're regular students like everybody else out there,"
Horowitz said.
In his opening remarks at Monday night's "Meet the Candidates" session in Williamson Hall, Horowitz emphasized
campus safety, the environment and the Greek system as important
campaign issues.
Behrman said the two candidates "work well together" and
that their experience and knowledge would produce a well-

Fischler/Broadmeadow, page 8

Horowitz/Behrman, page 10
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•Senate gives diversity group new life
From page2

Heath said.
The DSC is a network of autonomous
multicultural organizations that will help to
provide UNH with a way to explore issues of
diversity, according to the concept definition.
One problem cited often at the meeting
was the lack of experience of the coalition as
a united group.
Charlie Byrne, SAFO business manager,
said the coalition didn't have any "collective
experience," and he would never invest student money in something without a track
record.
Those in favor of the concept said some
organizations already receiving funding from
SAFC are "newer" than the coalition.
Heath said one organization that is newer
than the coalition is the Women's Issues Resource Center, which receives funding.
Heath said the coalition collectively has 30
years of experience, if you combine the experiences of all its groups.
Doubts were raised as to whether SAFC
was the appropriate organization to fund DSC.
SAFC Chairperson Jane Paradis said
these organizations (DSC) can work together
without funding from SAFC, as they have
this year and previous years.
Paradis said she questioned the stability
of the coalition and also wondered if the
organizations bonded solely for the purpose
to obtain funding.
The organizations that make up DSC
currently seek funding for programs through
such means as the Prcgram Funding Organization and the office of Multicultural Student Affairs.
But David Clement,
member of the CGBLA, said the funding
from PFO only covers program funding and
does not fund any basic necessities an organization may need, such as phone lines or
stationery.
Heath said the organizations had been
"spending money out of our own pockets,, to
pay for basic things, such as phone lines.
Cannen Buford, director of the office of
Multicultural Affairs, said that her office
could provide limited co-sponsoring of programs, advising and some office space, but
the organizations in the coalition "need help
that my office does not provide."
David Clement, memberof the CGBLA,
said the funding from PFO only covers program funding and does not fund any basic
necessities an organization may need, such as
phone lines or stationery.
Having a budget from SAFC would give
the organi7.ations a "feeling of stability" and
the "confidence of knowing you have a budget to help y:>u," Clement said
Questions concerning the ethics of including religious organizations such as Hillel,
were raised.
Heath said Hillel was not solely a religious <X"gani.zation because does not restrict
its membership to Jewish people.
"If they are willing to take it on, then we
should support them," Senator Kevin Stuart
said.
Apparently, the majority of the senate
agreed with Stuart's assessment and voted to
approve the motion.
Ron Baisden, member of the DSC and
African American Student Alliance, said
after the vote that he was both happy and
surprised that the bill passed.
"I felt that I was almost begging for
money," Baisden said. "I had more to gain
than they ever had to lose" by passing the bill,
he said.
"There are so few people of color and of

STUD ENT ACTI VITY FEE:
Subsidy Per Organi zation or Activit y
Program Fund 5.8%
Safe Rides 0.9%
Women's Issues 2.3%

WUNH20.1%
(Including Renovations)

SCOPE 13.4%

Granit
Legal Services 3.0%

Cool-Aid 1.2%

Student Press 7.2%

SAFO3.2%
L Senate 5.0%

GH.\PIIIC H\' .JON.\TII .\N H. GHEEN
diversity status status. I cannot begin to tell
you how serious it is," DSC member Joanne
Roderiguez said.
"The campus needs the programs these
organizations provide," Buford said. "They
are dedicated and they have the right to do
programming to bring diversity to campus."
The next step for the coalition is to
develop its budget and have it approved by
SAFC.
Having a budget from SAFC would give
the organizations a "feeling of stability" and
the "confidence of knowing you have a budget to help you," Clement said.
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Marc DeMarie and Rebecca Hessler address the student senate Sunday night
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Mediator enters teacher contract negotiations
that collective bargaining will work if you
both gay and lesbian issues."
tect something that needs to be protected."
Tambling, however, said the board is
She said the administration wants to have do."
offering to cover nondiscrimination for all contract language that protects the state's and
"The real process of negotiation made
faculty.
the union's ability to continue academic me realize that the administration was not
taking the faculty seriously," said Ulrich.
"We believe our offer does not ctiscrimi- programs effectively.
After ne.arly two months of a deadlock in
"Throughout the year-long negotiations,
History professor and Pulitzer Prize
contract negotiations, the University System nate on sexual orientation," she said. "We
of New Hampshire (USNH) and the lJNH feel that our language only offers protection winner Laurel Ulrich is a member of the President Dale Nitzschke has been fairly sifaculty negotiating team for AAUP. She is on lent. "I won't be involved on the 31st," he
chapter of the American Association of Uni- against discrimination."
versity Professors (AAUP) will meet today
Tambling said the board has offered a sabbatical this year to do research, but she said. "I hope that it's a session, or series of
with an outside mediator to try to reach a package on the issue of salaries and benefits wanted to continue with the negotiations even sessions, that will be beneficial to most parthat the trustees feel is reasonable, given its though she is not on campus. "I voted in favor ties and to the process."
compromise.
of collective bargaining and I said to myself
According to Joan Tambling, spokesper- resources.
"The union's view is that we should
son for the USNH Board of Trustees and
director of Human Resources, the mediator eliminate some of the non-faculty positions
for the negotiations will be Dr. Bruce Fraser, in order to give faculty a bigger increase,"
a professor of linguistics at Boston Univer- said Tambling. "We don't think that's right or
fair.
sity.
Tambling said lJNH is already in a hiring
"My task is to assist parties in proposals
Spring 1990: 55 percent of faculty vote to conduct a formal vote on unionization.
so that they agree and can make a new con- freeze "just to make ends meet."
Sep. 13, 1990: Professor Joseph Murdock explains his 10 major concerns about the
"We're offering a salary raise of 5.5
tract," Fraser said. 'Tm a facilitator."
collective bargaining process in a prepared statement that is read at a faculty
Fraser said that he has had a lot of me- percent over two years and AAUP thinks it
meeting.
diation experience. He has been a media- should be 12 percent," she said.
Oct. 23. 1990: UNH faculty vote to unionize 303 to 249. UNH now has a chapter of The
tor for the state of New Hampshire and the
Balling said this offer is "absolutely unAmerican Association of University Professors (AAUP).
State Employment Agency.
true." He said the offer of 5.5 percent over
Spring 1991: AAUPbegins negotiating with the University System of New Hampshire
Tambling said that Fraser will lead "a two years will not cover time lost during
(USNH). Faculty salaries and benefits will be frozen until the two sides come
non-binding process to get us to agree on negotiations when the faculty contracts were
to an agreement.
various aspects." This means that while frozen. "They• ve (the administration) figured
Spring 1991 - Feb. 5, 1992: Due to the private nature of the collective bargaining process,
Fraser is being asked to offer suggestions, he out a way to word their proposal so that it is
negotiations can't be discussed publicly.
will not be making concrete decisions, misleading," he said.
Sept. 13, 1991: Almost one year after unionization, both sides express positive attitudes
Tambling said. She said that he will talk to Balling said the university does guarantee
toward the collective bargaining process and believe an agreement will be
each side both separately and together.
academic freedom. However, he doesn't
reached by next semester.
According to Chris Balling, president of want UNH professors to be subject to cenFeb. 5, 1992: Negotiations between AAUP and USNH reach a deadlock. A compromise
the AAUP, the aspects to be discussed on sorship because of administrative decisions
can't be reached on salaries. AAUP is asking for a 12 percent salary increase
March 31, and on April 1 if needed, are:
to tighten the reigns on academic freedom.
over the next two years and USNH is offering a 5.5 percent increase. Tenns of
According to Tambling, USNH said the
•The nondiscrimination clause.
the negotiations are now made available to the public. An outside mediator will
•An increase in salaries and benefits.
guarantee for academic freedom is a part of
be hired.
the administration's current policy.
•A guarantee of academic freedom.
Feb: 26, 1992: AAUP holds an official press conference to inform the public about what
•The termination of employment.
Balling said that the AAUP "will not
it feels is an excess of administrators and administrative spending at UNH.
Balling said theAAUPwants the nondis- accept the administration's current language
March 1, 1992: Dr. Bruce Fraser, a professor of linguistics at Boston University and an
experienced mediator, accepts the invitation of AAUP and the Trustees'
crimination clause in the contract to say the on the termination of employment of tenured
Employee Relations Committee to serve as mediator during the current deadUniversity will not discriminate on the basis faculty because the language the administration proposes would effectively eliminate
lock in collective bargaining negotiations.
of gender and sexual preference.
"It's the kind of protection that should tenure.
March 31, 1992: Initial meeting between the mediator and the negotiating parties.
exist," Balling said. "It affords protection for Tambling said "both sides are trying to pro-

By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff

Time Line for AAUP/USNH Contract Negotiations

UNH announces commencement speaker
By Linda L. Hyatt
TNH Staff

The first and only woman in
American history to serve three
terms as a state governor will be the
keynote speaker at May's commencement ceremony.
Madeleine Kunin, who served
as governor of Vermont from 1985
to 1991, will receive an honorary
doctorate of humane letters degree
at the ceremony, which is scheduled
for 10:30 a.m. on May 23.
Kunin said yesterday in a phone
interview that she plans to speak to
the graduating class of 1992 about
political activism and "restoring face
in the political system."
"Change is possible" will be
her me~ge to the University, Kunin
said.
UNH President Dale Nitzschke
said he is extremely pleased Kunin
is addressing this year's graduating
class.
"She's an outstanding individual who has an important message to give," Nitzschke said.
"She has gained an enormous
amount of credibility as not only a
political figure, but as a scholar as
well."
When Kunin graduated from
UMass in 1956 with a major in

history, she knew she was interested in current events. She didn't
know, however, how she would put
that interest to work.
"I never knew of any women in
politics," Kunin said. "I never
dreamed I'd end up where I did."
After graduating from UMass,
Kunin got a master's in English
literature from UVM. She said she
is excited about speaking at UNH
because, "I feel a strong affiliation
with state universities."
Student Body President
Malinda Lawrence said she is
pleased that Kunin was chosen as
the speaker. Some students have
voiced discontent, Lawrence said,
because "we didn't get a biggername speaker."
"She's a very prominent
woman in politics," Lawrence said.
"I'm glad there is some variation in
who they pick."
Today, Kunin is working to
institute a public policy initiative at
Radcliffe College in Cambridge and
is writing a book based on her political experience.
Last spring, Kunin founded the
Institute for Sustainable Communities at Vermont Law School in South .
Royalton, Vermont. The group is
working in Eastern Europe, assisting communities with environmental problems, Kunin said.

Although Kunin said she has
never been to UNH, she said she
associates neighboring state universities with the school. "It is a
state university that provides opportunity for citizens in New
Hampshire, as the University of
Vermont does," Kunin said.

Also in the graduation program:
•John Deaver Drinko, a memberofNew York's Baker & Hostetler
law firm, and an officer of several
charitable organizations, will receive an honorary doctor of laws
degree.
•Dartmouth College president

James Freedman will receive an
honorary doctor of laws degree.
•Major Genei:al Lloyd Price of
Concord and 4-H Club leader Ruth
Kimball of Epsom will receive
Granite State Awards. These awards
recognize outstanding service to the
state and its residents.

Two friends chat and enjoy the mild March weather (Jason Hutchinson/fNH Staff photo).
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Positions
U~H
.
Available
The New Hampshire
needs you.
Pick up applications for the
following positions in
room 151 of the MUB.

Copy Chief
15-20 hours/week
Stipend Position
Requirements: Completion of or
current enrollment in English 711
(Editing)
Responsibilities: Copy-editing
the Calendar, Sports, Arts and
advertisements.

Arts Editor
15-20 hours/week
Stipend Position
Requirements: Completion of
Eng 621 (Newswriting)
Non-requirements, but it would
be nice. .. Eng 711 (Editing),
Aldus PageMaker/Macintosh
experience
Responsibilities: Keeping up
with campus and local music
scene, storming up story ideas,
assigning stories, copy and
concept editing of stories,
working with photo editors for
photos, page layout and
graphic design.

Copy Editors (2)
5-8 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Stop in or (;all for an
appointment to take a
copy-editing test.
Requirements:
Completion/enrollment in Eng
711 (editing)
ResponsibiHties: Copy-editing
news stories. No concept
editing involved.

Production Assistants (2)
10 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Requarements: Familiarity with
Aldus PageMaker and Paste-up
experience a plus.
Responsibilities: Coordinate
advertisement placement,
layout for classifieds, comics
and news pages.

Graphics Assistants (~)
8 hours/week
Hourly paid positon. $4.25/hr.
Requarements: Familiarity with
Aldus FreeHand and Paste-up
experience a plus.
R.nponsibilities: Design
conception and execution of
all advertisments.

Graphics Manager
16 hours/week
Stipend Position
Requirements: Experience with
Aldus FreeHand and Paste-up
Responsibilities: Managing staff
of three in design, conception
and execution of all
advertisements. Must meet ad
deadlines.

Ad Office Secretary
10-12 hours/week
Hourly paid position
Learn advertising from behind
the scenes. Calr or stop by
Room 153 in the MUB.
Responsibilities: Typing,
answering the phone, taking
messages and filing.

office seeks diversity

By Helen Stock
TNH Staff
Countless numbers of prospe,c.tive college students will be receiving their college
acceptance letters soon. Many may become
UNH students.
A UNH office is working to make sure
more of those accepted students are minorities.
The UNH Affinnative Action office is
trying to increase the percentage of minority
students at UNH with the help of a new
tracking system of students of color, Chris
Burns-DiBiasio, director of Affirmative Action said.
According to Stan Fish, dean of Admissions/Financial Aid, freshmen enrollment for
the fall of 1990 included 46 students of color.
In the fall of 1991, the figure rose to 81, he
said.
According to Burns-DiBiasio, students
of color currently make up slightly more than
2 percent of the UNH student body.
The tracking system involves a datacollection process that will eventually help to
determine UNH's retention of students of
color, their graduation rates, and other useful
information, she said.
Some analysis will be completed by midsummer, but a good picture of the factors that
affect UNH students of color won't be
available until students of color are tracked
for their entire four years at UNH, BurnsDiBiasio said.
She also said this system is a follow-up
to a student-of-color recruiting effort. "If
yve 're recruiting students of color, we want to
be sure their experience is successful," BurnsDiBiasio said.
This past fall, financial aid and scholarships for students of color increased over the
previous year, Fish said.
The increase has continued this year, he
said, but figures won't be available until May
1, when financial aid decisions are completed.
Burns-DiBiasio said that since financial

aid was increased last year, students of color
benefitted only as much as everyone else.
However, 19ofthe81 minority freshmen
in 1991 receivedonaverage$5,300fortuition
grant support, in addition to loan and work
study, Fish said. The majority of those 19
students were out-of-state students, he said.
In comparison, the average for non-minority, out-of-state students is $4,400 for tuition grant support, in addition to loans and
work study, Fish said.
UNHPresidentDaleNitzschkeadmitted
that progress in the area of increasing diversity is never as fast as he'd like it to be.
However, Nitzschke said, "the campus has

made some very real strides in increasing the
number of minorities among the students,
staff and faculty."
Nitzschke pointed to the UNH partnership council-a group of black and Hispanic
leaders from around the state that meeL once
every other month to promote campus diversity-as a positive step.
He said the council communicates "how
interested we are in meeting the educational
needs of minorities."
But Nitzschke also admitted that the
UNH campus isn 'L "too terribly" hospitable
for minorities.

A man kicks back in the sun with shades (Nate Rowe!TNH Staff photo).

Campus water safe from radon, professor says
into radon before going out the faucets, Thayer
said.
By Billie Jean Wickwire
One way to prevent poisoning from the
TNH Staff'
gas is to have a public water supply, Thayer
Although officials claim that New said. It's safer for water to come from surface
Hampshire drinking wells have unsafe levels waters, such as rivers, rather than wells, he
of radon, local authorities feel that UNH's said.
According to Bill McDowell, assistant
water supply is safe.
Radon levels found in the New Hamp- professor in the Department of Natural Reshire town of Dunbarton, east of Concord, sources, UNH's water has a low-to-zero rawere the highest in the world, according to don level because the water comes from the
Richard Thayer of the New Hampshire En- Oyster River, which is a surface-water supply.
vironmental Services.
McDowell said he considers any level
Federal officials recently proposed new
standards for the amount of radon gas in above zero to be high.
"Zero is low," McDowell said. "What is
water.
Radon, a colorless, cxtorless and tasteless considered high is the real question, ancL
gas, has been found in high numbers across whether or not it poses health hazards is the
S t i l I , concern." .'
the state and is linked to cancer.
The only danger UNH could face is if it
expens say there is no easy way to lower the
starts drawing its water from a well, McDowell
levels of radon.
EPA officials say a safe level of radon is said.
The most common form of exposure to
300 picocwies, or thousandths, per liter.
According to Thayer, radon is produced radon is through basement floors of houses,
by uranium deposits in granite rock. When Thayer said. The gas can even penetrate
water passes through the rock, radon gas is concrete floors if they' re not properly sealed,
"The gas can go through
he said.
produced, he said.
Private wells in granite are in danger of the soil and penetrate the floors," Thayer
being contaminated because when the water said. "Or, actual cracks along the floor and
passes through crevices and cracks, it turns basement wall can let it [radon gas] in."

Unlike UNH, Dover has had radon problems because it has a lot of private wells,
according to McDowell.
Radon levels in Dover are higher than
level, McDowell said.
EPA
the
"Many wells in New Hampshire have
five times that much [the EPA level],"
McDowell said. "It isn't clear to me how the
EPA is arriving at this number."
Dover homeowner Joel Murphy said he
had his home well checked for radon two
years ago when the the Jhreat of radon and
lung cancer received heavy publicity.
"My family and their safety comes first,
so testing the water and well was a priority,"
he said. "To be honest, I'm not sure what I
would have done if it were at a hazardous
level."
Bruce Perry, editorof the Environmental
Hazards Management Institute, a group that
writes on environmental issues, said home
owners should have their wells checked once
or twice a year. Perry also said that small doit-yourself kits can be purchased at large
hardware stores.
"This isn't the type of thing that will just
appear one day," Perry said. "It all has to do
with the geology of the area. I recommend a
public water supply because generally you
get people to check it for you."
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plagues the Gables
The Cambodian government announced
Sunday it was attacking communist
Khmer Rouge forces in the northern part
of the country. Officials for the United
Nations, which was set to begin bringing
375,000 Cambodian refugees back into
the country, said the process may be
suspended because of the fighting. The
Khmer Rouge has called for immediate
cease-fire and the deployment of UN
troops.

Israeli foreign
minister resigns
Israeli Foreign Minister David.Levy announced Sunday night he is resigning his
position. Levy said relations with the
United Stat.es had deteriorated and Israel's
poor have been neglected. Levy must
officially submit his letterof resignation,
then wait 48 hours. Bush administration
officials announced Sunday that Secretary of State James A. Baker 3d has
proposed that Arab and Israeli delegations meet in Washington on April 27.
Israel has not responded.

Bail set at $20
million for AIDsinfected man
An AIDS-infected man accused of paying boys and young men to have sex with
him was ordered held on $20 million bail
Sunday in Philadelphia. Edward Savitz,
50,faced a total of 17 counts as of Sunday.
He is charged with five counts each of
sexual abuse of children and corrupting
the morals of a minor, and three counts of
indecent exposure and two counts each
of involuntary deviate sexual intercourse
and promoting prostitution.

Clinton admits to
smoking marijuana
Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas admitted
Sunday he smoked marijuana as an Oxford University student 23 years ago.
Clinton admitted on WCBS-TV in a
debate. Clinton became the third presidential candidate ever to acknowledge
smoking marijuana. Jerry Brown, also a
candidate for president, said in the debate
he has never smoked marijuana.

Thefts and
mutilation of books
at Library of
Congress run high
Officials report that thousands of books
have been stolen or mutilated at the Library of Congress, the United State's
biggest library. Three people were arrested last year for stealing from the
library. Items that are being taken are
rare folios and periodicals with illustrations. Because of the thefts, library officials are taking steps to institute security. The library has recently installed
theft detection tags and electronic doors.
Compiledfro m newspaper reports

By Kristen Stoll
TNH Staff

DALIZED tTEM,

It seems as though the University's newest residen.
THIS
tial buildings, the Gables, will not stay new for long. The
I)
total cost of damages forall three buildings was $2,413.13
during the fall semester.
The most-vandalized items, according to Paula
DiNardo,assistant property manager of the 575-resident
complex, have been doorknobs and door handles. These
$
items are expensive to replace because the builders used
durable materials, she said.
Removing the signs that label the stairwells and
equipment rooms is another popular act of vandalism.
Other damages to the buildings include exterior handicap buttons that have been ripped off the walls, a detached bulletin board, and removed lightbulbs from the
elevators. DiNardo has posted this information in the
buildings to get the students' attention.
"I've tried to heighten [the residents] awareness as
to the amount of abuse there has been," she said. "Residents don't realize how much damage has been done
until they see it all at once."
According to DiNardo, residents of the Gables have
been complaining to her about the-quality of the materials
being damaged. Since a large number of door handles
have been broken, residents want to believe that the
craftsmanship is at fault, DiNardo said. However, she
insists that there is no way the metal in the door handles
can be damaged by casual use.
"The University locksmith, Terry Phipps, showed
me the broken mechanism inside the doorknob," DiNardo
"If you are tired off paying for other people's bnmaturlty, pleme help us find the people
said. "It is made of solid steel. The break in the metal is
responsible," reads the sign on a Gables door (Matthew Becker/fNH Staff photo).
a snap, something that has clearly been broken off. It has
Students will be billed according to floor damage, specific building
to be jumped on or kicked in order to break it."
dam
age and damage that occurred in common areas of the complex
Everyone wants to see the new complex. As a result, a lot of
traffic flows through the building, said DiNardo. Many residents such as the lounge and the mailroom.
According to Cheryl Cronin. a clerical supervisor for the housing
want to place the blame on guests and other people for the recent
the Gables had more damage than the dorms in the upper
department,
slew of damages.
damage than the larger dorms on campus, such as
less
but
quad
Mayer,
Terri
vandalizing,"
"If it is the guests who are doing the
and Stoke.
Christensen
Williamson,
more
lot
a
have
should
they
resident of the Gables said, "then
Woodside Apartments are much older and
that
out
pointed
DiNardo
have
who
ones
the
not
're
they
respect for these buildings because
house the same number of people, yet experience only a fraction of the
to pay for it and look at it."
damages that the Gables do.
ibility
otakerespons
ldlikepeoplet
DiNardoaddedthatshewou
"Our expectation was that if we gave the students something nice
want
I
are.
students
the
bill,
the
for their guests. "I'm not paying
would respect it," she said. "It's disappointing that
rth,.-e:m:t:o:g:et:m:a:d:e:n:o:ug:h:t:o:d:o:so:m::eth::in:g:a:bo::ut:i:tan::d:to:car:::e:m~o;re:.'::;';:::and::::n:;e::w:.tha~t they
this wasn't the case at all."
Joanne Dreher, a resident of the Gables, said she is
surprised by the damage throughout the complex. "I
thought that the people who lived here were supposed to
be upperclassmen and more mature," she said. "There is
no reason for the vandalism."
The appearance of the building suffers when property is destroyed, said Dreher.
"When parents bring back their kids on Sundays and
see the whole place a mess, it's kind of embarrassing,"
Dreher said.
"I just don't understand why people do it," said her
roommate Jen O'Brien.
DiNardo said it is difficult to monitor activity in the
buildings without RAs, the system used by the dorms.
"We do a set of rounds once on the weekends and we may
or may not hit every floor," she said. "We try to monitor
problem areas."
DiNardo said that the Gable's Residents'Council has
become involved in ways to reduce damage. She is also
working on her own ideas to decrease the vandalism.
"We are considering a volunteer watch," she said. "Kind
of like a neighborhood watch."
A suggestion box has been set up in the lobby of
building B with the hopes that residents will write down
any of their own ideas about reducing vandalism.
DiNardo added that a committee is being formed to
develop a crime line "similar to the Portsmouth crime
line." People could anonymously call a number to report
anything suspicious and receive a reward for their efforts.
However, she said that the committee "is just starting up,
so there is not much information about it yet."
The Gables differ from the dorms as a residential
area. DiNardo believes this may be one reason for some
of the problems. "You don't know all the people in the
The Gables is the site of vandalism problems. Over $2,000 of damage
building or on your floor like in a dorm," she said. "It's
was reported last semester alone (courtesy photo).
not a tight enough community yet."

VAN

WILL cosT
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Senior Week tickets going fast
student ambassador working on the
events, called Senior Week a "great
thing."
"Right at the end of the school
year it's great because a lot of these
people are never going to see each
other again," Broadmeadow said.
"It's a great opportunity to get together."
"I'm psyched for it," said Betsy
Kelley, a graduating senior. "I wish
it wasn't during finals. A lot of

According to DeGroot, there is
no money to be made. All the money
By Jacqueline Wade
goes directly to Senior Week acTNH Staff
tivities.
Funding for Senior Week came
Now that students are lining up
to buy tickets for Senior Week, the almost entirely from the student
Alumni Center is hoping the new body itself, according to DeGroot.
and improved event will keep se- He said money was initially raised
niors hooked on UNH after they for it during the junior raffie for a
free tuition last spring semester.
graduate.
"Every other school in the
"The Alumni Center wants
students to graduate with a positive country has a fonnal as well as a
attitude,•• said Jeff Gray, a senior senior week," said Gray, who began
and the coordinator of the Student working on Senior Week when he
Ambassadors, who work with the was a freshman.
Gray said he and other freshAlumni Center to put on Senior
~n ambassadors wanted to start
Week.
Gray said he hopes the week- some ltjnd of senior events so that
long event will encourage seniors they could participate when they
to become better alumni. The last became seniors. Before this, there
memory would be a good one, he was an unofficial Senior Week that
was not funded by UNH.
said.
Since last year's Senior Week
David DeGroot, a senior and
successful, planners decided
so
was
Senior Week coordinator, said many
and make it official, said
expand
to
the
in
seniors enjoy taking part
DeGroot.
so
events. Senior Week was set up
A clambake, a senior festival
seniors would remember UNH as
a formal are new events this
and
said.
he
"something positive,"
year.
week.
last
Packets went on sale
"We're still trying to find out
As of yesterday, more than 300
works," Gray said. "The
what
packets had been sold for$50 apiece.
Senior Week is still develmodem
Steamship
Both of the Portsmouth
it's going quite well."
but
oping,
cruises to the Isles of Shoals have
a junior and a
Broadmeadow,
Sarah
been sold out

0

YOUR BODY. Go hiking,
swimming, or canoeing--t!njo y the
outdoors while getting a workout.
9 YOUR MIND. Expand your
possibilities. Go on an archaeological dig, learn a new language, or
delve into the marvels of science.
0 YOUR FUTURE. Build your
credentials for tomorrow (life after
graduation).

Getin
Shape
this
Summer.

Deli now served at dinner
Students voiced their opinions
and dining services listened.
Last Sunday, dining services
added deli to the dinner menu in an

5%B
l
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10% Parts
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888-NM

DURHAM BIKE PETIEE BROOK DURHAM, NH 03824

NEWM ARKET

STORA GE

"Your One Stop Moving Center"

UNH is an accredited
institution, so most of the
credits you'll earn are transferable to other colleges and
universities.

• Mini-Bins all sizes

I

DBPOSIT ⇒p 'SI! . .

'I

•Packing supplies, boxes, dollies, & furniture pads

Registration begins
April 6.

•can to reserve trailer & truck rentals

.....A
; II SUMMER SESSION

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE .... :
Ul\~

24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, NH 03824; (603) 862-4234

DYES! I want to get
in shape at UNH.
Send me the UNH
Summer Bu Uetin.

effort to incorporate students' opinions into the planning of dining hall
meals.
According to Huddleston 's
manager,JackGarnett, thedecision
came in response to a survey conducted prior to spring break.

By Jessica Shaw
1NH Staff

Give us a call at (603)
862-4234 for a copy of the
UNH Summer Bulletin, or
send in the coupon below.

~

"Most graduating seniors only
have papers due that week, not finals that they actually have to go
to," Garland said.

Name

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State~_ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

College you attend _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Several Portsmouth bars are
participating in Senior Week by offering specials the night of the
cruises.
Senior Week packets can be
purchased through April IO in the
MUB. April 13-24, tickets for
events will be sold individually. The
prices are as follows: The clam bake
is $25, the Portsmouth cruise is
$20, the comedy night is $5, the
fonnal is $ 20 and the senior picnic

Dave DeGroot, Senior Week coordinator, mans the booth were more than 300 packets have been sold
so far (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff hoto) ..

Come to UNH Summer Session! It's a great way to shape
up your potential. With over 300 courses available, you have
the chance to earn extra credits, improve your GPA, accelerate
graduation, even enjoy special summer courses. What a way
to make your record stand out! Gasses are offered both day
and evening in a wide range of arts and sciences. And with
New Hampshire's lakes, mountains and beaches just a short
ride away, your summer plans can really take off!
Choose From Four Tenns
June 1-July 2
June 1-August 6
June 29-August 6
July 6-August 6

schools have a week for seniors by
themselves."
Marie Garland, a senior and a
member of the student senate, said
she didn't think holding the events
during finals would be a problem.

~

:

----one-way and local---

@U- HAU ~
0.aly U-HAUL Moving

Van■ Have
Suapen■lona

Low Deeb And Gentle-Ride

*call to reseive trailer
*truck rentals
-ONEWAY & LOCAL133 Exeter Road. Route 108
(603) 659-7959

L
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"We passed the surveys out at
the dining halls," Garnett said.
"Then we tabulated the answers and
reviewed the suggestions made by
students to improve our dining services."
Student responses to the new
addition to dining services are
positive. Duncan Murphy, a
sophomore, gives thumbs up to the
whole idea.
"They only just started it,"
Murphy said, "but I'm sure it will
be a welcomed addition to the dining halls."
"I think it's a good idea," said
senior Bill Wyman, "especially
when they have something like chop
suey."
Unlike the deli served during
lunch hours, the dinner deli is limited to only two meats and two
cheeses.
"It's because of space needs,"
Garnett said. "We still offer the usual
twoorthreeentreesatdinner. We're
simply expanding our menu choices
so students have another alternative."
Although the majority of students see this as a positive addition,
there are some who don't find it as
needed as others.
"I think it's okay," said junior
Lance Hjelte, who currently lives
off campus but has a 35-meal plan.
"But personally, I just don 'tgetinto
that deli stuff."
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Wh at is the best jok e you've played or
have had played on you onA pri lFo ol's Day?

Aaron Farr
Business
Administration
Junior

"You wouldn't be able to print what happened."

Jessica Vassillion
Horticulture
Freshman

"I called up a friend from Alexander Hall and left a
message with his roommate telling him that the tests had
come back positive and that he should call me right away."

Stavros Caramondani
Business
Senior

"I told my parents I got my girlfriend pregnant"

Alexandra Welch
English
Senior

"In prep school we put a bucket of water against our
R.A. 's door. When she _opened her door the water spilled all
over the room."

Dave Pugh
English
Junior

"My roommate from freshman year stole all of my notes
and notebooks for a mid-tenn I had the next day."

Alison Best
Family Studies
Sophomore

"In the fifth grade we put a tack on Mr. Cook's seat and
we got in trouble for it."

Take advantage of April Fool's Day this year
By Pamela Margarilis
THNStajf
Opinion
April Fool's Day is a strange day. You can either go
really overboard and drive all of your friends crazy with
stupid pranks or you can just ignore the day. I've never really
participated much in April Fool's Day. I think it's because I
can never really think of any good gags. I still use the fake
gum that snaps your finger when you try to pull out a piece.
I can honestly say that I don't really have any distinct
memory of April Fool's Day. I've lived through 20 of them
so far and not one sticks out in my mind. I've got all these
bits and pieces of memories that just seem to blend together.
I know when I was younger, April I meant whoopie cushions on teachers chairs, calling friends up at 7 am. to tell

to
them that school had been cancelled, and trying to convince think that one of the most tragic things that can happen
that
once
me
told
friends
my
of
One
up.
growing
someone
or
pencils
their
drop
the entire elementary school to either
it means
walk out of school at exactly the same time. Then there were he never wants to grow up because when he does,
gone.
be
will
child
the
pop
with
the times when the teachers tried to get back at us
Lately I've been feeling as if I'm growing up. To tell you
quizzes or by telling us that recess had been cancelled for the
it's really terrifying. I find myself stressed out
truth,
the
I
day. All of these memories are from my young childhood.
I worry about school. I worry about work.
everything.
about
they
know
don't remember when exactly they happened, but I
Yesterday I was at the laudrymat and
life.
about
worry
I
did. I think that everyone probably has similar chilhood
four-year-old girl there who was just
little
this
was
there
memories of April Fool's Day.
singing. I was jealous. There I was
and
around
running
I'm beginning to think that April 1 is a day for children.
and thinking about how much I was
homework
do
to
trying
All of my April Fool's Day memories are from my childhood.
and I got this sudden urge to get up
laundry,
my
on
spending
from
Most of the people we talked to this week told us stories
with her. I didn't, of course, but
singing
and
running
start
and
have
or
their childhoods. I can't think of any gag I've played
to.
wanted
really
I
had played on me any time recently. Maybe I'm just hanging
I think I will take advantage of April Fool's Day this
out with the wrong people, but it seems like the older people
even if it means pulling out that gag gum. I have this
year,
I
get the less interested they are in doing something childish.
need to be a child again, even if it's just for a day.

G,apt,,c tly Orson We es
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ATTENT ION
ADVERT ISING
ASSOCIATES
There is an informational meeting for anyone
interested in becoming an ad associate for The New
Hampshire. The position is payed on a commissiononly basis. The other available position in the ad
offace is an ad secretary. This person will assist the
Ad Manager in office organization and
coorclnation. The position is payed on an hourly
basis. Anyone interested in either of these positions
should come to room 153 TODAY at 5:30pm.

•Fischler/Broadmeadow platform
stresses better communi cation
From page 1
from the state and alumni relations.
Broadmeadow said this year's
student senate has made the administration nervous by voting
against certain fees proposed by the
administration. She pointed toward
the possibility of the student senate
getting stronger and her ticket's
plans for increased communication,
both in print and over the radio, to
help build student influence.
Broadmeadow pointed to the
Fischler/Broadmeadow ticket's 11point plan. Broadmeadow stressed

the idea of establishing an environmental point person to act as a
"liasion and advisor" between the
students and administrators for environmental issues on campus.
She also talked about the
possibility of serving beer in the
MUB, developing a Student Book
Exchange to help lower book costs
for students and using a student
representative on the alumni board
of directors.
Fischler added that one objective of his platform is a beautification program based on the Greek
system's model, which would re-

••••

ward the cleanest residence hall.
During the se~ion. held in
Williamsen Hall last nigh~ Fischler
and Broadmeadow stressed their
past and current team ork in the
student senate and the Students for
the University (SRJ) Council.
Fischler aske.d that voters look
at his and Broadmeadow's record.
He said "the best indicator of the
future can be fmmd in the ~ - "
Fischler said his experience as
chairperson of the Students For the
University (SRJ) helped improve
relations with the state congr~.
He said his work: as a speak-out
organizer and an active Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity brother help
qualify him foc the position of
president.
Brmdmeadow cited her work
as a student ambassador. student
coordinator foc Rock the Vote. and
her work on the Drug Advisory and
Affirmative Action committees.
Fischler said in order for the
University to make progre~ on issues of diversity. there must be a
more receptive and supportive environment for increased diversity
in 'both students and faculty."'
Brmdmeadow said in order to
increase communication between
students and alumni, there should
with alumni
be more intera ·
chaptersandothcractivities uchas
games and new letters.
H
She said that the 60,000
alumni in New Hampshire are
"wealthy" with · nfluence that current students can utilize to produce
change.
Fischler said to improve UNH
academically "it is imperative to
make faculty evaluations available"
to students in more ways. He also
said that 950,000 volmnes aren't
sufficient for a university level library and that &his must change ..
Fischler said he and
Broadmeadow "don't want to officially endorse" the current conduct
system. He said any changes in the
conduct system need to be loolce.d at
further before any final decisions

are made.

Get up to 30 minutes• oflong-distance calling.
Every month, for a full year-absolutely free.
-A c~edit of up to $3.70 will appearon each billing statement for 12 months after enrollmem S3. O is equal wt he charge for a
domestic: 30-manute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call and appropriate surcharge. You must enroll hy December 31. 1992.

V

C:
C:

a

g

u
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Finally, you really can get something
for nothing.
American Express• Student Privileges..
now includes great long-distance savings.
And all you need to do is enroll.
Then, use the Card as your
calling card. Your long-distance

charges will appear on your monthly
billing statement, along with a credit. And
you don't have to change your current
long-distance carrier.
Call today to sign up. It's easy. It's free.
And talk doesn't get any cheaper
than this.

Enroll today. It's free and it's easy:

CALL 1-800-456-0545
To apply for The Card, call 1-800-285-AMEX

Fischler said to achieve a "fair
and righteous" campus environment. students and their rep-esentatives must deal with administratorsdirectly. Bmadrneadow said that
cooimunication among the campus
hall staffs must increase in order to
prevent "atrocious" cases of inconsistent punishment of residents.

avana DUD111S
,hjs appecling i

Fooays

paper rrust be in h'j 1p.m.
on Wemesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper roost be in by 1p.m.
on Friday.
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Professor wins physical education honor
By Jean Veneski
TNH Staff
A UNH professor recently won a prestigious award for her potential as a scholar and
teacher in the field of sports psychology.
Physical education professor Sally White
is this year's winner of the Mabel Lee Award,
the third-highest honor bestowed by the
American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD), the largest professional association
in the field of physical education.
The award recognizes young members
of the Alliance and was a surprise to 31-yearold White, who called the honor "a coup for
sports psychology."
White, who at 26 received her Ph.D. in
social psychology from the University of
New Mexico, said she thinks she may have
set a record for being the youngest member to
receive the award.
White, who has taught at UNH since
1988, has attended AAHPERD conventions
every year since 1983 - presenting papers,
listening to lectures, meeting and exchanging
ideas with colleagues.
She said she recalls looking in the convention book, pleased to see friends named as
winners of the award, but thinking she'd
never be one.
This year's convention will be held in
Indianapolis on April 9.
According to the 1991 AAHPERD
Convention Program, the Mabel Lee Award,
which was namecl tor one of AAHP~Ru·s
founders, is given to young association members "who have demonstrated outstanding
potential in scholarship and teaching, as well

as leadership."
UNH Physical Education Chairperson
Stephen Hardy, who said he is "delighted for
both Sally and the department," confinned
that White will attend the AAHPERD convention - compliments of the dean and the
department.
Hardy described White as "a strong
teacher, a scholar of merit" and said she has a
"bright future with the department."
"It gives me great satisfaction that the
work I've been doing is being recognized as
something the profession sees as being
helpful," White said.
Professor Bob Kertzer of the physical
education department said White has added
"a new dimension to the scholarly productivity within the department."
Kertzer said White's research on the
psychological aspects of sports as applied to
the mentally and physically handicapped has
been especially important. He also cited her
development of new course offerings.
Although there is no outright monetary
award accompanying the Mabel Lee, White
says she will receive a plaque and finds
satisfaction in the fact that "professionally it
will carry enough weight" to "open doors to
opportunity." The award may put her in a
higher salary range, she said.
White is hoping to get more release time
from teaching duties so she may pursue her
research. She said she is in negotiations with
Health and Human Services Dean Roger Ritvo
at Uus lime.
She said she is happy where she is right
now, and attributes the honor, simply, to "hard
work."

Sally White, a physical education prof~or at UNH, has won the prestigious Mabel
Lee award (Nancy Goulet/TNH Staff photo).

Senator proposes bill to
give UNH $35 million
By Julie A. Leavitt
TNH Staff
If the state Senate approves a recentlyproposed $35 million bill, UNH could get a
new science complex at Pease Air Force base.
State Sen. Wayne King recently proposed a bill that would give UNH $25 million
for a new science complex at Pease Air Force
Base and $10 million for general improvements to the campus.
King, a UNH alumnus, proposed the bill
earlier this semester. The bill is expected to
come before the Senate's budget committee
later this spring, he said.
The $25 million science complex would
house UNH's Earth, Ocean and Space programs, according to King.
The facility would also provide room for
the Computer Interoperability Group. which
does work with high-technology computer
systems. King added.
The facility would also house an environmental research group in which students
would help European nations with a $ 1.4
trillion clean-up effort taking place over the
next 10 years, King added.
If the Senate approves the bill, King said
he expects construction of the new facility to
begin in 1993.
King said there are professors all over
the world who would come to UNH to take
part in these programs if UNH gets the new

science facility.
The programs currently housed in the
Science and Engineering building at UNH
are facing crowded conditions, King said.
"And there's no room for growth," he added.
The $10 million for repairs and renovations could be available as early as this summer if the Senate approves the bill, King said.
The money would be used for improvements and renovations on University buildings.
"A lot of maintenance work is desperately needed," King said.
King said he hopes a lot of work will be
done over summer. He said the work would
generate more jobs in the area, and would
give students "something to feel proud about"
when they return in the fall.
The $35 million would help stimulate
the local economy, King said. It would also
put UNH into a more prestigious position in
the academic and business world, he added.
Originally, King had proposed that the
Senate reimburse the University System of
New Hampshire (USNH) $2 million that was
cut from the system's budget in October.
However, King said his original proposal failed because the state did not have the
money at the time.
Thenewlyproposedbill"morethanmade
up" for the October budget cuts, he said.
King said Gov.Judd Gregg is "not happy"
about the $35 million proposal. No one from
the governor's office could be reached for
comment.

[l~)~~;E~oI~
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~
Mon-Fri 6:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat/Sun 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mill Road Plaza,
Durham
868-1424

19 Market St.
Commercial Alley
Portsmouth, NH
431-5853
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Whe re the cand idat es will be: •Horowitz, Beh rma n
Wedn esday , April 1
7 p.m.., Stoke Hall ganie s rooni
Thur sday, April 2
6:30 p.ID.., Straf ford Room , MUB

.

\

Mond ay, April 6
7 p.m.., Main Loung e, Devin e Hall
Tues day, April 7
Deba te

12:30 to 2 p.:m., Straf ford Roo:m, MUB
Wedn esday , April 8
6 p.m.., Radio Forum . WUN H-91. 3 FM

stress their diversity

From page 1

rounded team.
Behrman said increasing student activities programming is an
important aspect of their campaign.
He said their platform includes a
proposal to create anAdmmistrative
Grant Fund that would provide
$10,000 for smaller student organizations. He said this would help
satisfy needs of smaller organizations, such as "office supplies and
telephones."
Behrman poinLed to his experience as a voting member of the
Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) and as WUNH business
manager as qualifications that will
help him increase communication
between larger student organizations and help them with budgeting.
Horowitz, a Lambda Chi Alpha

Make sure your road trip proce eds witho ut a hitch.

, . Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card □

Its all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

brother, said his position as an Inter-Fratemity Council representative and his involvement in drafting
the revised 11-pointplan to improve
the Greek system add to his qualifications for the presidential spot.
Behrman said that he and
Horowitz will work for increased
student involvemen t in the
University's budget process. He
said students should be involved in
a year-long process of developing
the budget, instead of the current
two months.
Horowitz said safety phones,
campus lighting, and a change from
combination locks to key locks with
safety whistles on the key rings will
hel!) increase student security.
The University should work to
cut down on styrofoam consumption
by promoting use of travel mugs,
Horowitz said. He added that more
recycling bins should be provided
in cla~sroom buildings and "especially outside" the building~.
Horowitz said his platform includes a proposal to change the
General Education requirements .
This reform includes reorganizing
the General Education courses into
new groups. He said this will help
overcome problems caused by lack
of funding in the General Education
program.
Concerning the conduct system, Behrman said the current system was created by the administration without student input and
should change.
Horowitz emphasized that he
and Behnnan approach the executive positions from different areas
of campus experience. Behnnan
added that their closeness to students
will allow them to get the student
population to vote.
Behrman defended himself
against an accusation that he voted
against the proposed funding of the
Diversity Coalition, which the student senate approved Sunday. He
said he "wholehearte dly supports"
the coalition. He said he had opposed funding to the coalition earlier because at the time it wasn't an
approved organization.
Behnnan said he didn't vote
against the Diversity Coalition but
against "blatant disregard for the

bylaws of both SAFC and senate."

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back •

your card~

□

on all the long distance calls you make with

The AT&T Calling Card It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
• Must make at least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by
special
iti~~~~~ plans are not included.

AT&T

He added that he is currently involved with the development of its
budget
Horowitz said he is studying
how the student senate works in
order to bring about quick changes
if elected. Behrman emphasized
his experience in administrativ e
affairs as one of the ticket's
strengths.
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•Gymnastics grabs second in ECAC finals
From page 1

Nicole Mullens strikes a pose on the floor (Nate RowefrNH
Staff photo).

teamscoreda47.7.Lori Brady won the event with a 9.75,
and Amy Dowd and Nicole Mullins both scored a 9.65
which put them in a five-way tie for third.
In the next rotation, the 'Cats competed on the
balance beam. The beam has been the toughest event for
UNH all year, and this meet was no exception.
"Those who had falls (on beam) had otherwise good
routines, and that's what kept our scores up," said
Goodspeed.
UNH's star on beam was junior Kim Goulding, who
actually "performed loo well," according to Goodspeed.
Two tenths of a point were deducted from Goulding's
beam performance for finishing under the minimum time
limit, giving her a 9.45. Goulding tied with Brady for
eighth place.
The Wildcats competed on floor for their third event
of the evening. Brady won the floor exercise with a 9.75,
and Kim Smith tied for sixth with a 9.55. Goodspeed said
that although she is not unhappy with the team's performance on floor, the team could have had "better salesmanship to the audience."
In the 'Cats last event, the vault, the Wildcats received the most reaction from the crowd. Smith delighted
the fans with a 9. 75 third place finish, and Brady took the
ECAC record 9.95.
Vault judges Gail McGann and Diane Cote-Burke
were asked about the deduction to Brady's almost perfect
vault, and had a difficult time responding.
"It was a minor, minor deduction," replied McGann.
"Nothing like being put on the spot."
"They 're afraid to give tens, I guess," said Goodspeed.
The team was forced to compete without one of its
top gymnasts, Karen Olsson, who injured her ankle in a
previous meet. Even without Olsson, however, the
team's spirit was high.
"I'm most impressed with the team's attitude in the
past few weeks, it's been incredible," said Goodspeed.
The Wildcats will travel to Penn State on April 11 for
Regionals.

Lori Brady flashes a smile during her routine (Nate
Rowe/TNH Staff photo).

The Stut!e nt Senate is
now accepti ng a;eplications
for tlie position of:

SEN IORS LAST

Business Manager

(We n1ea n it!)

• Great experien ce for business
majors!
• Work with a budget of
$140,000
• Be part ot the Student
Activity Fee Council

Applications available in Rm.
130 MUB
eadline: Apri}8th, 5:00 p.m.
!For more informa tion/ p{ease
contact .Jacen 'Dinoffi Student
Senate, !R._m 130 M'll"B or ell[[
862-149 4

CHANCE

1992 Granite Senior Pictures
Sign up now - Rm 125, MUB
Sittings for March 30April 3
Bring $7 cash when you
come to have photo taken.
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Don't cop out: get involved in student politics

Student Body Presidential tickets are becoming an endangered species at UNH.
In a highly-charged election year, one would
expect many students to take advantage of
running.
Not the case this year.
On Friday, the petition deadline passed.
Only two parties went to the trouble of getting
enough signatures to get on the ballot.
Congratulations to Mark Fischler/Sarah
Br()admeadow and Taylor Horowitz/Gavin
Behrman.
Perhaps you don't have the time. Maybe
your classes are getting the better of you or
you 're already involved in a student organization. Or maybe you've never taken the initiative to get involved at all.
But do you complain about WUNH renovations? Do you complain about a raise in your
student activity fee or proposed budget cuts for
next year?
You shouldn't.
If you're not willing to try and change
things, you have no right to criticize.

ETTERS
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Commit to
recycling
To the editor:
The UNH Recycling Program
has had a profound impact on our
contribution to energy conservation
and preservation of the environment Thanks to those providing
leadership to this effort and everyone who does his/her share to recycle and conserve energy, we have
achieved a 30 percent reduction in
incinerated waste. This is a significant achievement

TNH realizes that it's too late to jump into
the race now. But, there is still plenty to do.
Listen to the candidates and try to support
the ticket you like best. Work on the campaigns
by putting up fliers and giving support. Show
the candidates you care.
Ask them challenging questions. See what
the candidates have done in the past. See what
effect they're going to have on changing student life at UNH.
Call the candidates on the issues. What are
the candidates going to do about the policy of
releasing rape statistics? What will they do
about saving academics from the state and
administration's budget cutting axe?Whatabout
getting more classes or parking?
What will they do to make your life at UNH
better?
These issues and others affect every student
here at the University. We should be concerned
about finding solutions to problems such as
parking, budget cuts, safety and diversity.
The only way to do this is to get involved.
If you can't join a campaign, please vote.

UNH is capable of reaching
the 50 percent recycling goal set
some time ago. However, it will
take a renewed commitment to recycling in order to succeed. We
must become more energy-conservation conscious and more broadly
commit ourselves as a community
to this effort
The future of our planet and
posterity will depend on our solving the current problems in our environment Please do your share by
''Taking the Green Pledge" advocated as part of our campus energy
conservation program.
Dale Nitzschke
President

Graduate
budget cuts
To the editor:
I got a letter from President
Nitzschke today. Of course the news
was bad, it always is when we get a
letter. Just when it looked like the
University was making a commitment to graduate education, I see
that it was only a dream. The letter
informed me that, among other positions, the Dean of the Graduate
School position will be left vacant.
Apparently because it saves money.
The issue may be much more
complicated than it appears, but let
me describe how I see it There is

Take the Green Pledge
Because... UNH
contributes to
environmental
problems such as
global warming,
deforestation, water
and air pollution.

Because... the
planet's future
depends on the
commitment of
every nation, the
UNH community
and YOU

I pledge to do my share in saving the planet...
I pledge to tum out the lights, clo. . the windows and tum down the heat when leaving

my room, offices, classrooms and restrooms.

I pledge to reduce, re-u. . and recycle.
I pledge to u . . a re-useable cup whenever possible.
I pledge to minimize paper towel use.
I pledge to carpool, take the bus • ride a bike or walk whenever possible instead of
taking my car.
I pledge to buy environmentally safe products.
I pledge to support legislation which promotes environmental protection and the
development of alternative energy resources.
signature:

Please become familiar with the issues and
the platforms and cast your ballot.
If you simply refuse to become familiar
with thecandidates'pl atforms,don't vote. Don't
tum this important race into a popularity contest.
Last night, the first "Meet the Candidates"
session took place in Williamson Hall. Only .40
people out of nearly 12,000 UNH students
attended. Come on guys, we can show more
support than that.
Be watching for more coverage from TNH
on the candidates. We will be updating the
campus through profiles, and coverage of "Meet
the Candidate" sessions and the upcoming debate.
In the next few weeks, the candidates will
be making appearances on campus. Don't cop
out. You owe it to the rest of the student body to
become involved.
On April 7, the presidential debate will take
place. Prepare your questions. Pack the MUB.
Because together we can effect change.

only one administrative voice on
campus with the concerns of all
graduate students in mind. That
voice has always fought hard for the
rights of graduate students and of
graduate life. That voice, of course,
is the graduate school.
The Graduate Commission on
Education was formed this year with
the intent of making recommendations concerning graduate students.
When the commission makes its
recommendations, who can we
count on in the administration to
make sure they are carried out? The
graduate dean would be the obvious

proponent of any changes suggested. Graduate students are an
integral part of the University, yet
only the graduate school seems to
see us in that way. Please reconsider
the decision to vacate the dean's
position.
If you do insist that the way to
save money is to not fill vacant
positions, then maybe the
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Off to the right, the four people
here are drinking beer and discussing their
first concerts, politics and the merits of
Wayne Newton.
A few people wander in, but all the

rumors seem to be true - no one goes to the
Stone Church to see bands, even this night's
offering of Toast and Burly Chinz. This may
only be true about Thursdays. I don't know.
Thursdays, however, have always
seemed to have a weird air about them. Take
this night in particular. Ten minutes after I sat
down, a friend of the bands handed me a small
literary publication and inside it was a story
by Dan Leone of Ed's Redeeming Qualities.
It had to do with an abnormal Thursday in
Ed's life. He wrote, "And if you don't know
what day Thursday is I don't know what to
tell you, except that it's IO-cent hot dog day
at the bowling alley lounge." The story,
called "Ed's Day," goes on some more about
finding money and it being true what they say
about the United States of America. Search
the story out, it's great
Toast, from Portsmouth, began with
an acoustic set to show the band's "sensitive
side." The three members, Mike on drums,
Guy on guitar and John on bass and sometimes
guitar, made a very good first impression.
The songs had beautiful chord progressions,
good melodies, and a beat you could really
bug out too ... no, wait, I'm getting too excited. But the songs were beautifully orchestrated and executed. It was a good way to
begin the show. Easing the audience mto the
music before hitting us with the harder stuff.

The show was about as · oose as it
gets. Members of the two band!, swapped
jokes, shared beers, danced and ;ang along
to each other's songs. Nobody even minded
Guy's solo song in which he forgot both the
words and the chords. Once he remembered
the words, it went something like this, if I
may paraphrase, "I used my lighter to bum
down my house/ I used my dad's shotgun to
kill my family I I used a baseball bat to kill
the dog/ none of this is my responsibility/
I love thedevil/was the workofSatan/He's
my best friend/ I'm not going to heaven."
For the last song of the set, the band covered
a Dan Leone song, "Drivin' on 9." Weird. It
was a great first set.
While Burly Chinz prepared to take
the stage, I talked with Mike and John from
Toast. When asked why they chose Toast as
a name, they said they really had no other
name, though Mike was enthusiastic about
using Crumbs. They were more than willing to accept ideas from people concerning
a better name.
BurlyChinz, from Portland,Maine,
liked the yin/yangj uxtaposition of the band's
name. Burly, meaning strongly and heavily
built; and chinz, meaning a cotton printed
fabric. However, they too had another idea
for a name, Ruth Buzzi Overdrive. based on

the character of some long forgotten television show.
Burly Chinz is as erratic as its name.
Going from a song based on a slow, hypnotizing ba~s line to one with Mike's screaming
vocals, Dave's wrenching guitar noise, Myles'
thundering drums and Phil's "blubbering"
bass lines was no problem. Mike bounced
while the instrumentalists pounded away.
With his back hunched and arms swinging
out in front of him, he looked like a skinny,
dancing gorilla. Burly Chinz's stage presence was as eclectic the subjects of its songs,
about being a volunteer fireman, a woman
named Betty, and beef sticks and cheese. The
band was playing its music its way, loud,
sporadic and well.
The sets went Toast (acoustically),
Burly Chinz, Toast (electrically), Burly Chi nz.
So now Toast was up to prove it could be as
hard and loud as Burly Chinz, and did so
magnificently. In the band's second set, it
played IOorsosongs,someofsame from the
first set but sounding completely differcnt.
The band handled both methods well. Putting these two bands together was great because although both may take their music
seriously, "it's only as serious as music can
be," as Mike from Toast said. The audience
laughed with the bands, but never at the bands.
The few who got
to see Toast and
Burly Chinz together heard and
saw some really
original music.
The
show, maybe because there was
no one in the audience, was laid
back and went on
for a while, with
the bands swapping the stage
again and again,
playing some
great, heavy eccentric music. It
was very much a
weird Thursday
show. It turned
out to be only a
five cigarette
night, I guess that
means it was
good.

•
Spr ing Fev er's in the air•••
By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Arts Staff

he groundhog saw his
shadow this
year. Meaning, supposedly,
that he goes back
in his liHle groundhog hole (said, by
the way, to be
somewhere in
Pennsylvania ) and
we have six more
weeks of winter.
Yeah, sure.
Try convincing college
students that they really shouldn't
be wearing shorts when the temperature goes up 10 degrees from its
previous 15.
But no, show them the sun
and it's frisbee time. Who cares
what the groundhog predicted?
Spring is here whether he says soor
not.
Spring is a time to put the
long underwear away, pull out the
tank tops, frolic barefoot through
thegrass,and skip class, right? Wait
a minute - did someone say skip
class?
Amy Madore, a UNH
sophomore, says she usually skips
more classes during the warmer
months than in the winter. A nice,
warm day comes along and all anyone wants to do is stretch out in the
grass and bask in the sun. It's
sometimes tough to find the motivation to go to class.
"The only factor that motivates me is that if I skip, I fail,"
saidjuniorConnieMcD ougall. "My
subconscious is saying 'you have to
go, you have to go."'
But McDougall planned
her schedule carefully for this semester. All of her classes are in the
morning, so she has her afternoons
free for fun and sun.
Joy Hente,' a sophomore,
said the warm weather actually
motivates her to go to class. She
said it's so nice strolling across
campus that she doesn't mind going
to class.
"When it's cold, I'd rather
stay inside," Hente said. "When it's
warm, I like to walk to class."
On a recent spring day,
the sun was shining and the temperature was up near 60. People
were everywhere, taking walks,
riding bikes and playing frisbee.

The Arts Pages

Scott Sieper, a freshman,
skipped two classe~.
"I didn 'tcare," Siepersaid,
casually tossing a frisbee back to a
friend. "I wanted to get outside and
play."
Sieper said when the temperature goes up, he puts on shorts
and goes outside.
"Why not?" he said.
JeffCrocker,asophomore,
said the weather still isn't warm
enough to skip classes. Even though
he described the day's weather as
being different from its normal
"arctic temperatures,"he's waiting.
"I'm saving them up for
even better weather," he said.
Sophomore Kevin Oaks
said UNH is a totally different school
when the weather gets wanner and
spring approaches.
"I like springtime because
the campus is much more lively,"
Oaks said. "People are out doing
things."
"Doesn't spring make you
wam to sing and hum on your way
to class?" asked Madore. She said
spring gives her the opportunity to
walk around laughing and looking
stupid.
"It makes me jump for
joy!" said Siepcr.
Brian Taranto, a freshman,
said he enjoys playing all kinds of
outdoor sports when it gets warm,
especially whiffleball. He said
spring makes him feel more active.
"I like hanging out with
fun," Taranto said.
having
people,
Sophomore Beth Corliss
said a warm spring day always puts
her in a better mood. She said after
being in a bad mood for almost a
week, the warm day cheered her up.
Corliss and her friend sophomore
Sarah Halleran sat outside of The
Outback on Main Street and en-

UNH students enloy a preview of Spring

(Jason Hutchinson TNH Staff Photo).
joyed the nice day.
Halleran said getting a tan
is "right up there" on her list of
priorities.
According to Halleran, one
of the best things about warm
weather is not having to wear a
jacket.
"It's the ultimate in liberation," she said.
And along the lines of liberation, Halleran added that she
skipped a class because of the
weather. Her only motivation to go
to class, she said, is if there isn't
anyone.in the class she knows.
Besides playing frisbee,
taking walks and skipping class,
there's something else UNH students like to do- eat frozen yogurt
or ice cream.

Bill Sullivan, assistant
manager of The Licker Store, said it
definitely gets busier when the
weather gets wanner.
"As soon as the sun comes
out and it gets over 30 degrees,
everyone grabs a table outside,"
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said the business
turns into a zoo on a nice day.
"It was crazy," he said
about one recent warm day, but
added he does look forward to the
warmer days because it brings in
much more business.
"I hope it stays like this,"
said junior Kathy Campbell on the
warm weather.
Campbell said it was more
fun when she went out running because there were so many people

walking around the campus.
"I got to wave to everyone," she said.
And of course, spring always brings to mind that little saying, "A young man's fancy turns to
thought of love." Something like
that. Anyway, what it means is that
it's mating time.
"The campus is like rabbits," said Wendi Scali, a sophomore.
J ustlookaroundon a warm
spring day. The campus seems
overrun with couples.
With the warm days
pushingoutthecoldon es,itcertainly
is hard to believe that the groundhog
did see his shadow this year and that
it's not yet spring.
Maybe he was confused.
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ROMANCE and QUIET MOMENTS
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Although the band is featured on the
"Wayne•s World" soundtrack, the band
members say Ugly Kid Joe's biggest claim to
fame is exposing their genitals in front of an
Elvis Presley shrine in Graceland. This heavy
metal act's only goals are to have as much fun
and to offend as many people as possible.
With the high crap level on their EP, As Ugly
as they Wanna Be, they shouldn't have a hard
time doing either.
Ugly Kid Joe is not glam metal, nor
is it thrash or rap for that matter. The band was
once called Suburban White Alcoholic Trash,
but members changed the name to Ugly Kid
Joe in order to mock the glam band Pretty
Boy Floyd. Containing a metal edge, the band
is like Warrant without hairspray. Its single,
"Everything About You" was a hit, more or
less, almost cracking the top 40.
Ugly Kid Joe bashes every other
band on the face of the earth in order to pumpup its own popularity. This is ploy that has
been used by countless acts, but Ugly Kid Joe
has it down to a science, which makes up for
its inadequacies as a band. Truthfully, Ugly
Kid Joe is plain bad.
The music is at sometimes annoying,
and at other times plain boring. As instrumentalists, the members sound like an immature high school band, and the lyrics are
justsenselessravings. To truly understandAs
Ugly as they Wanna Be, all you have to do is
picture Motley Crue with Ice Cube replacing
Vince Neal on lead vocals. The picture is not
pretty.
One thing Ugly Kid Joe has working in its favor, however, is its dedication to

'

Right now, everything is rosy for
Curve in their native England. Not since the
Stone Roses has a band met so much success
riding the strength of a few singles. Finally,
the band has released its first full-length
album,Doppelganger,and it looks as if things
might become rosy for the band in the states
as well.
Curve is on the way to becoming the
Nirvana of England, and for good reason.
Unlike the majority of new British bands, it is
not just a variation of the standard style. The

KI D JO E
having fun. The band is obnoxious, annoying
and sickeningly cheesy, but there are worse
things a band could be- like commercialized.
As Uglyas they Wanna Be combines

band is a part of a new British movement "stylized grunge," along with bands such as
Ned's Atomic Dustbin and My Bloody Valentine.
Doppelganger 's sound relies both
on the strength of Toni Halliday's vocals and
the power of the floating guitars. Combining
these two aspects with neo-industrial beats,
Curve simply rocks. Halliday's voice more
than complements the energized music - it
drives it
Some prime selections are the raging "Already Yours," the shimmery
"Doppelganger ," and the album's best,
"Horror Head." Halliday' s voice moves
sweetly through "Horror Head" as the guitars
and beats rain down around her.Every one of
the 11 tracks keeps Halliday' s voice as the
focus, as her vocals definitely energize the
instrumental aspects of the music. The end
result of this system is the shattering wave of
sound that Doppelganger emits.
The album is produced by Alan
Moulder, who has masterminded the mixing
of albums by Ride and The Jesus and Mary
Chain. Doppelganger has the ability to catalyze a resurgence of original British music
through its honest use of music and dismissal
of the pedestrian keyboard-generated sound
characterized by bands like EMF and Jesus
Jones. Curve's banshee-like vocals and lashing guitars are all the hype in Britain. If
alternative listeners on the other side of the
Atlantic begin to take note, Curve could storm
the United States, showing that America does
not have as much of an edge on the grunge
guitar scene as it may think.

lamemusicwithsappy,moronicfun.Ifyou're
into metal, there are zillions of albums that
sound better, but Ugly Kid Joe is perhaps the
only band who can contrast all the traits as-
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cribed to those referred to as major musicians and still get signed to a big label. The
music world works in strange and mystcrious ways ...

Combining the broad vocal
sadness and smothered
range of a Kate Bush with the jingling
emotions, which is true
fun of an Edie Brickell, Tori Amos is the
mystique of the album.
newest siren in the elite club of truly
The artsy video
talented female vocalists. Her debut
of "Silent all these
release, Little Earthquakes is a sweet
years" has received a
and emotional anthem to the hidden
generous amount of airdesires all women hold deep inside
play on MTV. and
them.
chances are that the the
The daughter of a Methodist
song will crock
minister and a Cherokee Indian, Tori
Billboard's top 40.
grew up in an environment where all
Still, Liule
sexual curiosity and lustful thoughts ~arthquakes doesn't try
were repressed. On Little Earthquiifes,
to be alternative or even
she explores this conflict of her childpresent something new.
hood within almost every song, deeply
Rather, it's a soulful
searching into her past experiences.
work about the selfTitles soch as "Crucify," "Silent all
exploration of one
these Years," and "Me and a Gun" are
ymmg woman,
examples of her introspective
complimented through
songwriting.
'nice" music.
While the substance of the
While not an
album lies within Amos' subject matter,
album to listen to when
the beauty and elegance of Little
in a head-banging
Earthquakes rests within the lush
mood, Little Earthmelodies and the strong alto of her
quakes reminds us all of
voice. Happy at times and deeply
what it's like to look
depressing at others, Little Earthquakes
into your soul and not
is never trite. 1be melodies surface and
like what you find
descend, taking the listener on journey
"Sometimes I
through Amos' heart and soul. Although
hear my voice and it's
she doesn't have the gripping effect of a
been here, silent all
Sinead O'Connor, Amos' voice adds
these years ... " (From
sinfully to the piano-based music. The
the third track, "Silent
listener can almost experience Tori's
all these Years").
4

"If you're a young black person,

your only role models are athletes and entertainers,"
saysHeroes
Michael
lyricist
for
the
Disposable
of Franti,
Hiphoprisy.
"You

see these people used by the corporate system
to make money, after which they're thrown
on the scrap heap. They're disposable heroes."
Fran ti should know. He and his
partner Rono Tse were exceptional college
athletes before they quit athletics and began
studying topics ranging from modem music
and dance to politics and philosophy. This
range is exactly what the Disposable Heroes
are about - an intricate combination of
hacking, industrial music and socio-political
commentary. The band's cosmopolitan brand
of music exploded on its debut, Hypocrisy is
the Greatest Luxury ,causing the band to be
dubbed as "artists of conscience."
The Disposable Heroes intertwine
the complexly refined rhythmic patterns of
industrial music with cerebral lyricism that
farsurpassesanyotharapact 1beprecocious
balance between the music and the wmls
burns the purpose of the band into every song
-to illustrate American society as a complex,
over-modernized hypocrisy.
The band Tackles "hush-hush"
subjects like gay bashing, male violence and
protesting the war in the Persian Gulf. Franti's
intellectual lyrics describe these issues in a
raw and unabashed manner.
"The pilots said their bombs lit
Baghdad like a Christmas Tree/ It was the
Christian thing to do you Stt/ They didn't
mention any casualties/ no distinction between
the real and the proxy." Hypocrisy is the
Greatest Luxury contains some of the most
compelling lyrics of any comparable rap albuffi, or any type of album for that matter.
Frighteningly honest and musically
complex, the two young artists of conscience
have supplied the music world with a taste of
cerebral anger, which may be just what the
music world needs.
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D-IS p OS a b Ie H e roes

of the Hiphopris y

By Chris Carney
TNH Arts Staff

hockra , a fiveband from
piece
Boston , has been
playin g its unique
style of music for yean.
Shockra is a band of variety, compo sed of different styles including iau,
rock, blues and funk.

l

The band's five members are
drummer Dave Watts, bassist Edwin
Hurwitz, keyboardist Dan Coutu, guitarist
Felix Rentschler and vocalist/saxaphonist
Jeff Grove.
. The band's shows are composed of a
combination of original songs as well as
numerous covers, including the Beatles
"Come Together" and Chuck Berry's
"Johnny B. Goode."
The band's music is often political
in nature, dealing with everything from
political corruption to the homeless
problem in America.
I have not heard Shockra's music
previously, and I was a little unprepared
when I received a three song tape of
excerpts from its upcoming album
Garuda' s Groove. After an initial listen I
began to understand why the band is so
difficult to classify. It sounds like nobody
yet everybody at the same time. The band
is a haphazard mix of every style of North
American music.
Shockra is a band worth listening
to, and from rumors it is also worth seeing.
The band will be playing a show in the
MUB with UNH' s own Coldfinger on
Friday, April 3 at 8 p.m .. I encourage
anyone interested in different musical
styles to check the band out. If you find
Shockra pleasing to listen to, pick up a
copy of Garuda' s Groove in early April on
Apogee Records.

The high -volt age Shoc kra (Cou rtesy Phot o).
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By Chris Camey
TNH Arts Staff

n a ••all roo• with a
low celllng , In a
rather unplea sant
part of Boston we
•et three of the four
•e•be rs of the Boston
based band NerefiJ[.

I

We were greeted by vocalist/
guitarist Ray Lemieux, guitarist Brian Hill
and bassist Eric Hill. Amidst jokes and
laughter concerning missing drummer
Marvin Huffman, who was sick, we began
our interview.
Originally from Maine, Ray, Brian
and Eric began playing together in 1983. In
1986 the band were joined by Marvin and
the current lineup of Heretix was born.
The name Heretix was originally
chosen out of the desire to be obnoxious.
Perhaps it was this obnoxious tendency that
allowed Heretix to win the WBCN Rumble
in 1986. There, the band was spotted by a
representative of Island Records and
offered a deal.
After nearly three years of playing
local clubs, Heretix released its first E.P.
A.D. in 1989. A.D. 's six songs gave fans
just a small taste of what was to come.
Heavily supported by WBCN and WFNX,
among others, A.D. sold well for a first

H e re ti

handled all of the band's publicity.
release. In 1990, Heretix released its first
The result of all of this hard work
Gangsters,
&
Gods
titled
full-length album
101991 release of Continuous
fall
This
the
was
Records.
Island
once again on
The Head, on ABW Records,
most
On
the
Hits
of
Soft
one
Heretix
song album made
that contains influences
album
track
local
13like
a
much
bands
popular Boston
favorites as
Tribe and 0positive. Gods
& Gangsters
contains some
of Heretix best
work to date
and is probably
the best place
to begin a
collection of
Heretix albums.
Sometime between
the release of
Gods&
Gangsters and
the band's
newest Continuous Soft
Hits On The
Bosto n's Heret lx (Cour tesy Photo )
Head, Island
Records
from previous Heretix albums as well as
America ceased to exist. As Island disapin
of new directions.
label
the
evidence
to
signed
peared every band
tracks on the album
Strong
America was dropped.
of Clean Dreams,"
Case
it
"Cool
called
have
include
would
bands
Many
airplay on WFNX
much
year
a
received
over
which
little
in
but
quits at this point,
which is a bit
Hooker,"
Favorite
"My
label,
and
record
own
its
Heretix had created
the band's
from
prostitute
a
and
about
joke
album
a
of
new
its
financed and recorded

home town. Others include the soon-to-be
video "Fire Drops," the fast paced "Ta"ite"
and the somewhat more mellow "Sediment"
The albums. good as they are,
cannot compare to the band's live shows.
In fact, it could be said that you have not
heard Heretix until you see the band live.
Anybody lucky enough to catch the show
last December with Thanks to Gravity and
the Vibe Merchants understands. The set
starts full of energy and does not let up
until the inevitable yet saddening end. The
audience is given no chance, nor does it
desire one, to relax.
The band's best live songs include
"My Head" from Gods & Gangsters,
"Mad Donna" from A.D. and "My Favorite
Hooker" from Continuous Soft Hits On The
Head.
Ray is the mastermind behind the
band's live perfonnance. His vocals are the
focus for the band• s energy that pours in
waves over the crowd. Unfortunately. the
band did not play "Fire Inside," which
involves a personal change. Brian sings,
Ray moves to drums and Marvin moves
over to his spare snare drum. It is a moody
Gothic song unlike most others, because of
the differing styles of the musicians.
If you missed Heretix, or if you
were lucky enough to catch the band, and
wish to see it again, go badger SCOPE to
bring the band back. I know I will.
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INTERESTED IN
MAGAZINE DESIGN?
with some of the most
interesting and exciting groups
on ca~pus
Gain leadership experience
Become a member of your
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Main Street is looking for a
mature, responsible, creative
person to contribute to
design production for
the 92-93 academic year.

Apply to be Chairperson of
the student activity fee
council!

•should be familiar with Macintosh
system
•writing and/or editing experience
helpful

Applications are available in
the Student Senate office, RM
130 in the MUB and are due
by April 7, 1992
For more information, call the
Student Senate office at 2-1494
and ask for Jayne

•knowledge of PageMaker a plus
APPLY IN ROOM 110-B, MUB
or call 862-2730
AND WE'LL SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW.

DO IT NOW!
1> s-1 o

Join in the celebration of
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♦~ DISABILITY AWARENESS WEEK
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KICKING OFF THE WEEK SUNDAY APRILS, 1992 AT THE GABLES
LOUNGE, 5:00 p.m. or 6:30 p.m.
lVIAKE YOUR OWN SUBS: EXPERIENCE A DISABILITY
FREE tickets available at MUB ticket office
FREE bus transportation at Huddleston side of MOB 4:30 p.m. or

6: 15 p.m.(At bottom of big stairs directly behind Kappa Sigma)
MONDAY 6

TUESDAY 7

DisabWties Bights
Movement in the 20th
Century: Prom Total
Exclusion to Full
Inclusion-How? and
Why?
Presented by Donna D.
Woodfin, Executive Director
of disabilities Rights Center
Noon-1:30 p.m.

Dilemmas: llaising
Awareness about
Access Issues
Presented by Ruth Smith,
Professor, OT Department,
and Donna Marie
Sorrentino, Coordinator
ACCESS Office
12:30-2 p.m.
Senate /Merrimack Rm.

Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm.
MUB

Movie: Coming Home
Free Admission 7-9 p.m.
Strafford Bm. MUB

MUB

WEDNESDAY 8

THURSDAY 9

Scholarship Auction
Two Perspectives on
Help fund a. revolving gift Mainstreaming Disabled.
acco11!1t for tuition and
Children In the Schools
. a?-3:ptive equipment f ?1.'
Presented by Beth Dixon,
pa.rent a.nd Cheryl
individuals with disabilities
Noon-1:~0 p.m. T-Ha.ll
Jorgensen, educator
laW:1- Ram Date: Friday
18:30-8 p.m.
April 10 Noon-1:30 p .m. Carroll/Bellmapllm. MUB

FRIDAY 10
Out in the Working
World with a

DiaabWty
Presented by Katherine
McLaughlin !loon-1
p.m. Senate Bm. KUB

Taking the Challenge:

Tour the Campus via
Wheelchair 18:30-8 p.m.
Main noor Balcony, MUD
Civil Bights for the
Disabled: American
DisabWties Act and
Public Law 804
Presented by Donna Marie
Sorrentino, Coordinator,
ACCESS Office 3 p.m.
Hillsborough/Sulllvan Rm.
MUB
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THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
PHOTO GALLERY

TNH PHOTO GALLERY WANTS YOUR PHOTOS!
IF you have the ability to operate a camera and a shred of artistic talent, submit your work to the TNH
Photo Gallery. If you have suggestions or comments let us know, we'd be glad to hear from you.
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Emphasizing the individual as an individual
By John L. Pokoski
Professor of Electrical Engineering

action. is it preferable to equal oµ;i')rtunity? Will it work? Is
the resulting reverse discrimination acceptable? Should
public scholarships be given and faculty recruited at least
The recent decision to reinstitute the women's partly on the basis of skin color and genitalia? Simil~rly,
intercollegiate tennis program at TJNH seems to be typical of we 're still not sure what constitutes diversity and its advanthe confusion and trauma of the past few years regarding such tages and disadva..,tages-yet diversity course requirements
issues as discrimination, diversity, and affirmative action. are already in place.
Increasingly, American society has become Balkanized with
Back to athletics. I have one simple question: "WHY IS
THE
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC PROGRAM SEGrespect to the various ethnic, racial, religious, gender, sexual
preference, etc. groups. The more vocal and litigious a group REGATED ON THE BASIS OF GENDER?"
is, the more attention it seems to get. I'm not saying this is all
I happened to be a member of the university senate when
bad. For example, the struggles for women's and later black's the current arrangement was approved. I asked the same
voting rights were necessary for true democracy, and pro- question on the senate floor at that time. Most people gave me
duced broad and important victories. However, I believe that the "deer in the headlights" look that appeared on Dan
the formal division of our society into special interests groups Quay les 's face as he answered reporters when nominated for
will be counter-productive in the long run. I personally feel the vice-presidency. I got two specific responses: The
that our institutions should emphasize the worth of the indi- chairman of the committee that studied the matter said that a
vidual as an individual and not as a member of a group sub- co-ed (teams open to any gender) program wouldn't work; the
culture of society. A person's individual ability, record, and director of the women's athletic program said she didn't
potential should be the critical issues. In other words, I understand the problem-every university had segregated
strongly agree with Martin Luther King's dream-that we teams. My impression was that most of the men in the senate
should judge people by what's inside them, not by the color took a very paternalistic view-"We know that girls can't
compete athletically with boys, but they deserve a chance to
of their skin.
I'll attempt to use the current controversy in athletics to play on ieams." The women seemed to be willing to accept
illustrate my concerns. I recall that when the decision was the benefits of the latter without worrying about the implimade to cut women's tennis, the UNH affirmative action cations of the former. This seemed contrary to the strong
officer said this would not lead to any Title IX problems. feminist moYement of the time, but it was obvious to me that
Within a few days, a lawyer from the ACLU stated that the a logical discussion of the issue was not desired by most
violation of Title IX was obvious, and this would be an easy senators.
case to win. More recently, the women's athletic director says
UNH policy says that it does not discriminate on the basis
we 're currently trying to define gender equality at UNH. A of sex in admission or access to its programs or activities. Can
Washington attorney (and Title IX expert) says the men's and a woman play on the football team? Can a man play on the
women's participation rates should be within 5 percent of the field hockey team? Can a man play (perhaps even get a
undergraduate enrollment while the UNH general counsel scholarship) on the women's basketball team? Obviously,
says there's not any mathematical formula.
discrimination is occurring. Most people would say that no
This is reminiscent of the discussions about affirmative harm is done if the resources spent on women's athletics were

in some way compatible with those spent on men's athletics.
Is that really so? In the famous 19S4 U.S. Supreme Court
decision of Brown vs. Board of Education, the court held that
segregated schools were harmful to blacks, even if the black
facilities were as good as those of whites. Thus, the doctrine
of "separate but equal" was struck down because of the long
term negative effect that such segregation had on black selfesteem as well as the resulting relegation of blacks to a
position of inferiority and second- class citizenship.
Why does the athletic segregation occur? Do proponents
feel that no woman could compete with a man; that women on
average can't compete with men; or that the best women can't
compete with the best men? Have some sorts of tests been
conducted or is this simply stereotyping? Why is the segregation based only upon gender? Whites, on average, seem to
be unable to compete well with blacks in basketball. Should
we therefore have racially segregated teams? Most Filipinos
seem to be too short to compete in basketball with other ethnic
groups. should this lead to ethnic segregation? Why not
intercollegiate wheelchair basketball for paraplegics? Are
short people considered to be differcntl y abled? (As far as that
goes, should the math department offer separate courses for
Asians, whites, and blacks since tests indicate different math
aptitudes for those groups? Should people with low IQ's be
denied admission to .U NH simply because they are different! y
abled?) Are we ignoring some of these groups because they
are all such a small minority? This seems unfair. Even if fair,
how small is small? (Is that why Moslem holidays are not
included on the University calendar- are there fewer Moslems at UNH than Christians and Jews?)
Perhaps by now you are saying "Come on, get serious.
Let's get away from the divisiveness and nitty-gritty and
simply use common sense." If so, we're in agreement. If not,
please answer my simple question.

Hearing the voices in "American Pictures"
Learning that 'being blind' isn't the cinswer to any problem
By Koren Cox
UNH Freshman
It's interesting how timing works out so perfectly...Recently I have been reading the slave
narratives of Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglas. Upon reading them, I thought I felt their
anguish, at least a small part of it. I felt how terrible their experiences had been; and yet that
white, middle class, racist person in myself rationalized it by saying that at least it can't happen
anymore because we are in the land of the free, the home of the brave. Everybody is equal
here in this great country, the United States of America, or at least they have the opportunity
to be if they really want it-thoughts from that great American Dreamer in myself. And then
a miraculous thing happened to me. Or maybe I should say I was allowed the opportunity to
change miraculously. I went to see "American Pictures."
I have never thought of myself as racist; I never even knew that people could think that
black and white skin made a person different until I began learning about diversity in grade
school. Through learning about diversity and its benefits, it was necessary to hear the
prejudiced views before I could understand why we were learning about it in the first place.
So, no matter how much those lessons on diversity stuck with me, I couldn't help but to wonder
why people could be so prejudiced if there wasn't something true about it. I guess that's a
natural reaction. When I see a black male in a leather jacket and high top sneakers on a subway
in New York City, my gut feeling is fear. My intellectual reaction is guilt for having that fear.
Thinking upon this scene has made me discover the white, middle class, racist in myself who
I have tried so hard not to be.
I went into "American Pictures" thinking I was prepared for anything. I know that there
are inequalities out there; I know that the majority of the people living in the underclass are
black, even though their race only makes up 15 percent of the U.S. population; I know there
are a lot of domestic problems out there that we need to change and that are getting worse daily.
But, knowing and seeing are two very different things. I saw faces of people so filled with pain,
and yet they would still smile for the camera. And from those smiles radiated the most
incredible capacity to love-if only to be reached out to and to be pulled from the squalor,
which they were so much a prisoner of.
Last summer, I wrote a poem about a small experience I had with a homeless man and his
seven year old daughter. He was trying hard to make a better life for his child, but not
succeeding, no matter how hard he worked. I had said one kind word to him; I agreed to give
a message to somebody for him-for this he piled his gratitude upon me. And yet, I wasn't
doing anything different for him than I would for anyone else. I actually should have been
doing more for him because I had the ability and the resources to do so. I was guilt ridden and
still I did nothing except try to release those terrible feelings through my writing. The words
I ended with were, "Maybe when I open my eyes again,/You will still be there/ And I will step
beyond those words./ But for now, it is easier being blind... "
As I watched "American Pictures" and took part in the following workshop, those words
played over and over in my head. I realized that the time had come to finally "step beyond those

words." No longer was it easier being blind. There was just too much pain out there to allow
myself to be blind. And the reason I couldn't be blind was because I was beginning to really
hear those poverty- stricken voices so filled with fear and anguish. The sadness and the
hopelessness in their voices cried for my help. I knew at that point I had to really look at where
those voices were coming from. I had to look deeply into their eyes and had to understand how
they could feel such pain. And so I really did open my eyes; and that homeless man, the one
I met this summer, his eyes-"black opals worn smooth with time"-were still staring back,
"piercing my soul like freshly sharpened daggers." All of the homeless and hopeless people
were staring back.
Like I said, it :s interesting how timing works
Political rJotebook
out so perfectly. What I
By ~oho H~~I~ /· ,. .· 1 \ I \
saw and heard showed me
i l l l l 111l l l l 1
that slavery is not over in
America, even 120 years
after it was legally abolished. What I feel with this
know ledge is anguish and
an even greater desire to
"change the world." I
know that no one person
can change the world by
his or herself, but maybe I
can change at least one
individual-myself. And
as I change myself, because I know it will take a
lifetime, maybe I can
change at least one person
around me. (It only took
one person to change me
through his growth and
love for humankind.) And
maybe that one person wiU
change another. And
maybe, that's how to
COMPE.TITIQN.
change the world ...
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cont. from page 12
chancellor's position should have
beenleftvacant Thinkofthemoney
we would have saved on that one.
Of course, there is always the matter of the sleazy way in that the
hiring of a new chancellor was conducted.
Finally, thedecision to not
look for a new dean makes me wonder if there is some ulterior motive
to all of this. If so, please tell us
what it is. Certainly the salary saved
cannot be a sufficient reason for the
cuts. Is this a prelude to the elimination of the Graduate School? How
else can it be interpreted?
Douglas A. Biesecker
Physics graduate student

rale. The faculty repeatedly asks the only 49th place in the nation with
state govemmentand the University regard Lo educational spending! We
System for the respect and support have definitely let our priorities slip
To the editor:
Recently, it has become they deserve, and neither institution too far below a level that could be
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New Hampshire would need to in- If we wish to keep this university
crease funding of higher education and others in the University System
by 44 percent in order to climb to of New Hampshire competitive, we

Budget woes

MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OFAtLAW
Andover

THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY
Annual Concert
Ballet, Jazz. Tap, Modern Dance
Directed by Charles L. Robertson. Gay Nardone, Nancy J. Steele
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, Durham~
March 27 and 28 at 8 P.M.,
March 29 at 2 P.M -Jean Mattox Scholarship Benefit
April 1 at 10:30 A.M., April 1 and 2 at 7 P.M.,
April 3 and 4 at 8 P.M.
Reservations: 862-2290, General: $7.00
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni/Seniors/Chamber Members $6.00
Dinner Theater Package - The Woods Restaurant, New England Center

UNIVERSIT Y OF

have all got to support each other.
Students, faculty, and administration have to fight for more money
from the state; not increase tuition.
More money will attract and keep
an excellent faculty. An excellent
faculty will attract interested and
hard-working students. THIS is
increase
will
what
information
OT
enrollment...N
booths and little parks on campus.
Caroline Herold
UNH Student

Wildcats at
hockey
To the editor:
Congratulations to the Wildcats for a great hockey season this
year, and thanks Lo all the fans who
supported them from game one up
to the NCAA round in Providence.
It was a great year, and hopefully
the beginning of a string of many
more. Keep up the good work! Just
one question, though: Where was
Wild E. Cat Thursday night?
Joel S hulkin

Full & Part Time Programs
Majors Offered
LSATs Not Considered
For catalog and infonnation, call or write

MSL
@ce--~

MASSACHUSEITS SCHOOL OF LAW

500 Federal St., Woodland Park, Andover, MA OI 81 0
15081 681-0800
An fOQlUI 0l)p0<1uni(y Instill.Ilion
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Balfour
Upto

mwi-;ro.j
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NH

Student Body President
Student Body Vice

College Ringr

$
Located in
the
Straffo rd
Room

OFF!
One Hundred Great
Reasons to Buy Yo
College Ring NOW!

.

See the candidates face off about
the issues that matter to you.

Save $100 on 18K, $50 on 14K,
and $25 on 1OK gold rings, in
great designs only from Balfour.
Order yours today - this special
Age of Reasons won't last
forever!

In the MUB
Wed., Thurs. & Fri. April 1,2, & 3
10-3

. Toesday
-IV/SAi
Deposit required

April 7. 1992
12:30 - 2:00
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Wh y NeXT is
The Be st Co mp ute r Value
You Can Bu y
Free Bundl ed
Applic ations

$3,720

Produ ctivity
Applic ations

UN H

Athlete
of the

~
Ill . .

Electronic Mail

TEX Document
Processing System

Webster's Dictionary
and Thesaurus

Week
.--

------------

Name : Lori Brad y

WordPerfect

Mathematica 2.0

SoftPC

- Performance at 15 MIPS
- Power of UNIX
- Graph ical User Interfa ce
- Displa y Postsc ript
- Built in Ethern et Netwo rking
- Breakt hrough Softwa re
- Develo pment Enviro nment

15

pre sen ted
by:

Lotus lmprov

H A Y D E N
S P O R T S
Diagram

See NeX T on Friday, 4/3 12-3 p.m.
Foru m Roo m in the Dim ond Libr ary

38 Mai n Stre et
Dur ham , NH

038 24

Questio ns, call Thoma s Baker at 862-4490

For sales: MIT Compu ter Conne ction
617 - 253-7686 or mcc@ mit.ed u

Sport : Gym nasti cs

Senio r co-ca ptain Lori Brady
led the UNH gymn astics team
to a secon d place finish at the
ECAC Cham pions hips.
Satur day. as she set or tied
four record s on her way to
winni ng the all-ar ound title
with a record -break ing score
of 35.90 .
Brady took first on vault with
a new record of 9.95; finish ed
first on bars with a
record -tying 9.75; and
captu red first on floor with a
record -tying 9. 75.
Brady . wbo earlie r this
seaso n becam e the first and
only colleg iate gymn ast to
score a perfec t 10 on vault.
will look to defend her
vaulti ng title at the NCAA
North east Regio nal
Cham pions hip at Penn State
Unive rsity, April 11.

Loo kfar the ''Athlete ef the Week" every

Tuesaay,

ONL Y in

7Jze New Hampshlre!

Just Do I
X211 M ak e th e Choice

Come meet the candidates running for
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT &:
STUDENT BODY VICE
PRESIDENT
and decide who you want leading the student
body next year.

Meet the Candidates
Wednesday, Apri l 1, 7 p.m.
Stok e Hall Gam es Roo m

Thur sday , Apri l 2, 6:30 p.m.
MUB Senate Roo m

Monday, Apri l 6, 7 p.m.
Dev ine Mai n Loun ge

•

_______ _______ __
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TUESDAY MARCH 31,
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE,

The Student Senate Brings You ...

(jubernatoria[

Foru m '92

APPLICAT IONS ARE NOW
AVAILABL E FOR,.

Programming Fund Office Business Manager
Programming Fund Office Coordinators

See democratic candidates for

.: Governor of New Hampshire
DEBORAH "ARNIE" ARNESEN
&
NED HELMS

Applications are available at the PFO
Office~ Room 124,, MUB

discuss their views of State Government,
Public Higher Education, and other
issues that affect you!

Return by Friday~ April 10 4:00 pm

· TO NIGHT

1:00 p.m.
Strafford Room, MUB

1
on~
'
1
~~t
UV~ ,
~

call Jim Batty at the
PFO Office 862-1968

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!
Presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard and Newport, Rhode Island
~:-. ~ w~ ::-,.:{)~:-

, -

l

~¾ls

Bandanas, Cotton
tank-tops, Hats, Bags,
'. Tye-dye items, and
ii.~.-: !
A~~ Lots more
?. .

<( -~

• U.S., Italian, French Cotton Khaki Shorts $4 - $10
• Dutch & West Gennan Six-Pocket Cotton Field Shorts & Pants $10 - $15
• Mexican Baja Pullover & Blankets (100% Cotton) $12 - $15
• Heavy Cotton Dutch & West Gennan Waist Jackets $10- $12
• Large assortment of Guatemala and Mexican goods
• Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags and Cover $30
• Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger, Urban Black Six Pocket Pants $25
• World Flags (3'x5') $10 each/ 2 for $18 Over 125 countries
• 100% Cotton Jumpers NATO Field Jacket $7 - $20
• Grateful Dead Stickers and T-Shirts
• 100% Cotton Dutch Boxers & Biker Shorts $4 - $10

University of New Hampshire
Memorial Union Building, Durham-Coos Room
March 30, 31 andApril 1, 2, 3
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mastercard, Visa, Discover and American Exp~ accepted Presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard and Newport Rhode Island
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There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.

The
Wee
Ones

This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

VI

By Katelyn Randall
I used to be just like half of my
friends. In what way? Well, half of my
friends vowed. '1'11 never have children
. because--{enterrational reason of your
choice)," and the other half couldn't wait to
have their own kids and would relate all
their boring stories of the cute things their
nieces and nephews had done on their last
visiL I would yawn and say, "How cute."
· and thank God, I wasn't baby crazy.
The closest I ever thought I'd come to
childbirth was when I was born, and that's
the way I always wanted it Or thought I
wanted it, anyway.
Then I became a statistic. One more
unwed pegnant woman. For the first time
in my life I had to find a better answer to the
question "What would you do if you had a
baby?" then "Oh. I'd give it to my sister
(one of those baby crazy people).''
Because of the late date-five and a
half months-I realized I was pregnant.
Abortion wasn't a choice for me, so I knew
that there would soon be a baby in my life
(or my sister's).
My first emotion was disbelief, there
was no way this could happen to me. the
queen of safe sex who had scorned her
friends for playing the Russian roulette
version of birth control. Withdrawal.
My second emotion was annoyance.
This would really screw up my career plans,
not to mention my impending sununertravel
plans. I wouldleam tbatthingsdon'talways
twn out the way you plan them. This was
rather discoocerting to me because I was a
loog- range plamer. During my freshman
y~. I had already figmed out what classes
I would take every semester fCI the next
four years.
The fact that BIRTH CONTROL
CAN FAIL would be one of many new
discoveries, along with SEX CAN GET
YOU PREGNANT. Sure we knew they
said itdid,e'YCn med birth control-most of
the time-but deep down, we never figured
it could happen to us.
So I did all the normal pregnant person things, bought maternity clothes, went
to Lamaze classes. got fat. started to waddle.
I wasam37.edathowpregnant women started
turning up everywhere I wenL It is a phenomenon that you must experience to believe. All of a sudden, you start noticing
women with big, round bellies at the movies, in the grocery store, at the mall. Wexe
they really there the whole time and I never
saw them? It was fascinating. This would
occur again later when I had the child and
all of a sudden, there were strollers and
babies everywhere. almost as if I had been
given special Baby Vision glasses with
which I could now see all the wee ones who
were hidden to the naked and childl~ eye.

Yet I was still in a daze. still amazed,
as were all my friends, that me, Miss KidsAre-You-Crazy-I'm-Gonna-Be-A-CareerWoman, was soon to be a mummy.
I felt I had no choice. But there are
always choices. right? Abortion, not for me
when I realized that those strange muscle
contractions I'd been feeling were actually
kicks. Adoption. another no go-who could
give a baby more than my family and me?
Besides, my mother was positively foaming
at the mouth in her delight at becoming a
grandmother. As was my sister at her impending aunt-dom. My brother, who later
won the Most Enthralled Uncle of 1991
award, said, "You're bumming."
Now. a year after finding out I was
pregnant. my daughter Sylvia is nine months
old. She looks just like me, and she has
teeth, lots of tiny, sharp. white ones that she
uses to playfully and painfully bite me with.
Yes. the woman who was never going to
have kids is still breast feeding at nine
months. People change, even me.
So, what'sthemoralofmystory? (I'm
a sucker for morals.)
No matter how hard you try or how
many monthly planners you fill, life is like
a water hose turned on full force. It whips
back and forth, up and down, and sometimes
it sprays you in the face.
Or maybe it's that people change and
what you think is the end of the world is
really the beginning of a newer, kinder,
gentler you.
Or maybe it's practicing safe sex so
you don't get pregnant, but if you do get
pregnant, it's not so bad.
Or maybe it's that there are a lot of
people out there that we never notice simply
because they aren't like us.

VI

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you
rec:ognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your performance.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resources it cakes to help
students succeed.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Kaplan. Test Prep
[ll(TheAnswe
© 1992 Stanley H. K_aplan I du .rnonal ( ·l'ntcr I rJ.

The Student Press
is now accepting applications for the following
positions: .

Training begins IMMEDIATELY.
Apply NOWin the MUB, rm. 110
or call 862-2730 for more information.
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HELP
~
WANTED Earn $1,000/wk at home stuffing en-

velopes! Forinfonnation,pleasesend
SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box
67068U,CuyahogaFalls,OH44222.
Helper for handicapped person for
the summer. $6.25/hr to start No
experience necessary. Call Dan 6924764.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENI - fisheries, Earn $5,ooo+/
month. Fre.e transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
1505.

-

Camp counselors wanted at beautiful residential summer camp for
girls in Venilont. Strong skills
necessary in gymnastics, tennis,
field sports, English riding, sailing,
canoeing, ceramics, arts/crafts,
dance, drama, or hiking. Good moral
character and love of children a
must. Academic credit available.
Mid-June - Mid-August Female,
nonsmokers. Contact Lochearn
Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt.
05058. 1-800-235-(1659.
SUMMERJOBSTOSAVETHE
ENVIRONMENT • EARN
$2,500-3,500. National campaign

positions to promote comprehensive
recycling, curb global warming,and
stop toxic pollution. Pos'ns in 29
states and D.C. Intvws 3/25 amd 3/
26/ Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75EARTH.
Stratham - free room in exchange
for help mornings at bed and
breakfast. Call 772-3999 nonsmoker.
Summer jobs $9.10/hr or commission. Advertising sales. Sales
experience helpful but not necessary. Trainingprovided. Workclose
to UNH. Car recommended. Call
Steven Gorman at (800) 462-0262
for details and application. METRO
MARKETING GROUP.
CHILD CARE POSITIONS
AVAILABLE- We are a profes-

ment Flexible schedule preferred.
References. Sue 742-3457.
MATH AND SCIENCE MAJORS:
JOBSFORFALL.BecomeaTASk
tutor/counselor. Teach a variety of
learning strategies and provide
academicsupporttofellowstudents
onanindividualbasis.Applications
available at TASK, College Road,
. 862-3698. DeadJine April 15.
INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESENTATIVE?!? Applications
are now available in the Admissions
Office, Grant House, and are due on
Friday, April 10. This is your chance
to share your experiences with
prospective students and also develop your own professional skills!
To learn more about the program,
please join us at one of the following information sessions, Thurs.,
April 2, 5 p.m.-6p.m. in the Senate
Room of the MUB, or Mon., April
6, 7 p.m.-8 p.m. in the Merrimack
Room of the MUB.

LOOKING FORAROOMMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network.
UNH students. Referrals only or
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
info: 1-800-643-2643.
___________
DURHAM - STUDENT HOUSING STARTING AT $250
MONTHLY. Don't miss out on the
bestdealsin Durham. The Cheyney
Companies offer the largest selection of housing within walking
distance to campus: Rooms, Student
Units, Studios, and 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Many properties include heat and hot water, off-street
parking, laundry, and extra storage.
Call now to guarantee a reservation.
(603) 659-2303.
Two-bedroom condo in Newmarket.
Five miles from UNH. Fully
applianced kitchen and small deck.
Available immediately. $550/mo ,
three per. max. 267-6351.
Summer and Fall Housing: 4 & 5
bedrooms, kitchen & living room, 2
bathrooms. One mile from T-Hall
in quiet locations with plenty of
parking. Lease and security deposit.
Call Elaine at 335-2686 days or
332-2568 evenings.

WORK STUDY JOBS FOR FALL.
Become a TASk tutor/counselor.
Teach a varietyoflearning strategies
and provide academic support to
fellow students on an individual
basis. Applications available at · Kyreages Inc. Rentals taking names
TASK, College Road, 862-3698. for priority listings - school year
Deadline April 15.
'92-'93 call Lou 1-207-439-1304.
PRIVATE ADOPTION - Loving
couple wants to adopt your baby.
We offer your baby a secure, warm,
and loving family, lots of uncles,
aunts, and cousins. We will pay
expenses.Please call Ken and Kathy
Boeri at (415) 474-3736 or our attorney, Marc Gradstein, at (800)
922-0777. All inquiries will be
strictly confidential.

HOUSING
SEPTEMBER · MAY RENTAL
HAMYfON BEACH. Three bed-

room house fully furnished. $500/
plus utilities 617-246-1431 after 6
p.m.
FOR RENT - Furnished Room Fall
very nice, large, bright, furnished
room in faculty home. 4.5 miles
from campus (need own transportation) room only $215 room and
use of kitchen $265 please call M-F
after2 p.m., weekends anytime 7426487.

sional agency looking for dedicated,
loving childcare providers for
families in Boston, MA area. We Strafford Place - adjacent to the
offer training, excellent benefits and New England Center - features insalary, plus time to explore New clude: singles, doubles, apartments,
England. One year commitment micros, refrigerators, laundry fanecessary. Call The Nurturing cilities, TV & study lounge, offNanny 1-800-552-8133.
street parking - stop by our office at
14 Strafford Avenue forrates and to
Free Room/Board/Car in exchange inspect or call 868-2192.
for household/childcare. Separate
loft w/bath. Long term commit-

ON CAMPUS HOUSING. 15
Meals/we.ek, professional cook,
parking, good study atmosphere
I, 1()()/semester for room and board.
WHAT ABOUT THE SUM-

MER? $35/week for dble, $55/wk
for single starting May 23, 1992.
Call Chris or Al at 868-9859.
Durham: Two Singles - Yellow
House. 13 Madbury Road. INCLUDES: Heat, washer/dryer,
parking. $2,250 per Semester.
Available July 1. Call 868-5201.
Stratham-20minutesfromcampus.
Attractive, sunny rooms for rent non smoker. Laundry and meal
plans available. 772-3999.
Durham Summer Rentals - Two
bedroom apartments. Walk to
campus. Off-street parking.
Washer/Dryer on site. Call Evelyn
at 868-3240.
FOR RENT - Furnished room,
Summer semester(s). Very nice,
large, bright furnished room in faculty home. 4.5 miles from campus
(need own transportation). Room
(no cooking) $210/month. please
call M-F after 2 p.m., we.ekends
anytime 742-6487.
Things to do: Study for exam, register to vote, CALL THE FISCHER
AGENCYat742-6242RENTALS:
DURHAM AND DOVER.

Spendin ... the "summa"inDurham?I,...,-=-..-_-.---------,
Now renting duplexes- Great locaSER VICES
tion and price. Call the Fischer .
Agency at 74 2-6242 .
WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL
---------SKILLS
Roommatesneededtoshareahouse Can you type? WordPerfect~ inon Lake Winnipesaukee in struction;group/individual; flexible
Meredith, NH. Beautiful location, hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
beach,deck,patio. $l,200forJune, Boyle 659-3578.
July, August. Call 862-8661.

I

Durham - Six bedroom house
available for summer. 2 1/2 baths,
backyard. Offstreet parking. Near
town. $175 mo (negotiable) Call
Jen at 868-3153.
Two bedroom apt, Downtown Dover, near busstop. $500/mo. Includes heat hot water. Call John/
Chris 749-1958 leave message.
Dover - Three bedrooms, Ii ving
room, kitchen, and bath in a restored
colonial. $595/month includes heat
and electricity. Four bedrooms, living room, kitchen, and bath $625/
month includes heat. Five Bedrooms, den, living room, kitchen,
and bath $695/month. Lease required, no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Jurie-May Rentals in Dover, two
and five bedrooms. Sept.-May
Rental in Newmarket, Four bdrm.
Pets, smoking O.K. Call Eric - 8685995.
DURHAM - FOR RENT - FURNISHED SINGLE BEDROOMS
FOR FEMALE STUDENTS
ONLY. 1992-93 ACADEMIC
YEAR. TEN MINUTE WALK
FROM T-HALL. PRIVATE ENTRANCE, KITCHENETTE, OFFSTREET PARKING. $1,300 PER
SEMESTER INCLUDING ALL
UTILITIES. CALL 868-2217 AFTER 4 P.M.
FOR RENT Furnished room temporarily until end of the semester
(May 31) very nice, large, bright,
furnished room in faculty home. 4 .5
miles from campus (need own
transportation_. Room only $210/
month, room and kitchen use $255/
month. Please call after 2 p.m. M-F
742-6487 anytime on weekends.
Lee Traffic Circle - come share a
condo on 22 acres with woman and
12 year old son. Fireplace, garage,
deck, w/d. Your own large bedrom
and bath. $300 a month, single,
couple, or parent considered. 8686374 evenings or we.ekends. No
smokers please.
Summer Rentals - Three or four
bedroom Apts. June-September.
Call 431-0068.
DURHAM- Four bedroom for four
or five people. Also three bedroom
for three people. On campus. Call
431-0068.

SUMMER JOBS-Earn$$$, 100+
pages booklet lists thousands ofjobs
in US. Room, board, airfare provided. Foreign students welcome.

EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK. Send $10 cash or check to:
National Student Financial Planning
Service, P.O. Box 390085 Cambridge, MA 02139.
Improve your riding skills this year!
Beginners thru F.E.l. train the
classical way, licensededucatorwith
teaching degree, competitive background in dressage and eventing.
Flatwork/jumping in luxurious indoor facility 25 minutes away.
Flexible scheduling, working student possibilities. Gail Harrington
603-394-7441.
Professional Word Processing for
reports, theses, correspondence.
Tape transcription, data base, laser
printing. Experienced, quick return.
Janet Boyle 659-3578.
Need Money forCollege? Recorded
message gives details or write
American Computer Service, P.O.
Box 700 Moody, ME 04054-0700.
Piano lessons - grad student. All
ages and levels. 433-7355 please
leave message.
Guitar lessons- alJ styles- relocated
from New York City - professional
with much performance and
teaching experience - B.A. in music; reasonable rates. Call Rob at
749-4264.
Landlords, faculty, homeowners
who mows your lawn? I bet I can do
it cheaper call 659-8156.

I

111. FORSALE

1985 GolfGTi: Good condition, new
tires, exhaust and shocks. Want
quick sale, only asking $2,250. Call
John 742-6126.
Boston Bruins - kitchen magnets,
8x 10 photos, and poster size prints
of any player. Quality collectables.
Call 862-8829 for more info, nights.
Stereo Equipment - Nikko receiver, Cerwin Vega speakers, Servo
turntable all excellent condition
$150. Call 659-6805.

Skis, Elan 180, Tyrolia 380-bind-

- ------------===~~~~~~~~~~ rn~~ElN~E~w~H~A-~MP= ==sH=I=R-~E-~T=UE==s= o=A=Y=-M=--=AR=~c~H~ 3~,1~9~92~~riH~~~~m~-= =~==:----21
contactGeoffHoffmanat862-2730. today! Eccentricity.
ings. ski tote. two sets poles. $75.
ANNOUNCING AN ENboots. Heierling size 10 male. $75.
HANCEMENTTOTHEIBMPS / S, Hey there! Meet me at East-West
PERSONALS
Come see the NH Notables concert
Jim 332-1972.
2: A low-interest rate loan. Visit the
.
Park at 1 p.m. on April 5 to Walk for on Friday, April 10 at 8 p.m. in
Technology Center, ground floor T- Hunger. The whole gang will be
GREEK GOD CONTEST
Johnson Theater. Tickets in MUB
1981 Toyota Corrola. Two door TONIGHT 7 p.m. Granite State Hall for details.
there, don't space it out! Call me - $4.
hatchback, 5 spd, silver, new clutch, Room, MUB to benefit the
2-1165. J.
runs well. reliable. economical. N.C.P.C.A. Tickets are $4 from FREEHAIRHIGH-LIGHTS To Coach U mile and the UNH
$800/best offer. Call 862-9003.
Kappa Delta Sisters or $5 at the Women needed for advanced foil
If interested in attending a POW Hockey 1'eam, Thank you so much
door.
weaving update by hairstyles De- WOW, participating in a sweat lodge
for the best season in UNH Hockey
Hilcing boots, Zamberlan Mevis size
sign Team. Call 772-3791 for de- ceremony, sign up at N.A.C.A.
We are proud of you. You
history.
hardly
new,
Like
soles.
11. Vibram
PARENTS - The perfect graduation tails.
MUBRm.4.
Good luck to all those
top.
the
are
$50.
price
your
new/
used. $200
present from Balfour $Money$ off
we hope you are
leaving
are
who
Jim 332-1972.
allgoldclassringsApril 1,2.3 in the
GREEK GOD CONTEST
Save up to $100 on your gold class successful in whatever you choose
MUB 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
TONIGHT 7 p.m. Granite State ring - Balfour last chance sale Wed,
to do. For next year's team, we '11 be
Computer. IBM compatible. 20
Room, MUB to benefit the Thurs. and Friday, April 1,2,3 in the
to cheer you on. And, Savo,
back
High
floppy.
MB hard. 360-k
NANNIES!!! We offer immediate N .C.P.C.A. Tickets are $4 from MUB from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
you for your final salute. It
thank
$500.
new
Like
resolution monitor.
placement in the NY, NJ and CT Kappa Delta Sisters or $5 at the
everything to us. - Candi,
meant
Jim 332-1972.
areas. Great benefits! Yearly em- door.
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM Erin, and Kelly.
ployment only. Call your local rep
$216 each way on discounted
1984 Mazada RX-7 Immac. - No - Chris at 927-4459 or call NAN- Seniors, Graduation - your final
scheduled airlines to Europe from The time has come for that final
rust. loaded: sunroof, radio cassette NIES PLUS at 1-800-752-0078.
chance Balfour ring sale in the MUB
BOSTON. Call (800) 325-2026.
purchase of your class ring.
deck w/equalizer and more. Exec.
10 a.m.-3 p.m. April 1,2,3. The
BALFOUR brings student savings
942-8969
Call
mileage.
cond. Low
AOOPTION - We will provide a Gold is for the taking.
CONTEST
GOD
GREEK
to campus Wed., Thurs., and Friday
evenings.
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
TONIGHT 7pm Granite State April 1,2,3 in the MUB 10 a.m.-3
help each other. Call collect, ***************************
Room, MUB to benefit the p.m.
Guitar Amp - Carvin XB 100 half- (603)929-0388. Barb and Don.
***To the Panama City Crew***
N.C.P.C.A. Tickets are $4 from
sstaclck w/excesories. Excellent
U know who you are! A toast to Kappa Delta Sisters or $5 at the
To Jen, Mike, & Nora - It's not how
cond. Call Tom at 862-4010 for
GREEK GOD CONTEST
many laughs and fun times! Get door.
we did, it's that it's do~e! ! - L.
add. info and price.
TONIGIIT 7 p.m. Granite State psyched for a ~ reunion! Love
Room, MUB to benefit the Mr. Big.
Common Sense and Free Thought - To whomever removed a Karl Marx
FOR SALE: 1985 Cutlas Cierra N.C.P.C.A. Tickets are $4 from
Thanx for being the two best Essential Writings book form UpOldsmobile. Four dr sedan. NC. Kappa Delta Sisters or $5 at the Want to be published? Send your
comrads that a Russian Student per Rudd last week: Please return it
powerlocks. MUST SELL. $1.500 door.
fiction and poetry to AEGIS, MUB,
could have. Hey Free Thought - I to Hetzel 26. No questions asked.
or best offer. Willing to bargain.
room 11 OB by April 1. Questions - wonder who's pair he's wearing
Call Rebecca at 433-1975 (leave
SALE * SALE* SALE
message).
Balfour Wednesday-Thursday-and
Friday, April 1- 2 -3, MUB 10 a.m.Yashica, Manual SLR and its 3 p.m. Class ring spe,eials for that
matching flash for sale. It is in special class memory.
excellent condition. $220 takes it.
Call 868-2721, Nikos.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Fraternities, sororities,
1988 VW Golf 75K miles. Must student clubs. Earn up to $1,000 in
sell! Need to pay for new truck. Call one week. Plus receive a $1,000
743-4572.
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH_i1.1 stforcalling 1-800-932Ovation Celebrity acc/elec Guitar. 0528 Ext. 65.
Must Go $200 B.O. call 743-4572.

I
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CONVENIENT EVENING COURSES -- EASY AND FUN

LEARN

Q

BAR.TE NDING
E.~~~

E.:X::'T"~~ I~C:C:>1'--".C:E.

CALL OR
WRITE

TODAY

MASTER
BARTENDING SCHOOL
84 MAIN STREET
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Your first j~b after graduation
should offer you more than just a
paycheck. We can offer you an
experience that lasts a lifetime.
In Peace Corps, you'll
immerse yourself in a new culture,
learn a new languag<:, receive
training and develop important
skills .. .and help to improve the
lives of others while at the same
time~nriching your own.
In.science or engineering,
·

education, agriculture, health, the
environment. t1.nd many other
disciplines. Peace Corps projects
around the world are bringing
help to where it's
needed ... ir,
more than 70
countries in
Latin
America. Asia,
Africa, and
Central Europe.

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UNH
(details will be sent at a later date)
Call the UNH PEACE CORPS OFFICE:
862 - 1880
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Lady hoopsters finish third in NAC at 18-8
Promising future as next year's squad loses only one player to graduation
Sanborn entered her sixth season
with her first-year assistant Cheryl
TNH Sports Staff
The 1991-92 UNH Chase and coordinated a successful
women's basketball team is every- season, turning around last year's
thing that college athletics is meant 10-17 record. The Wildcats won
the Lady Flames Tournament earlier
to be, but often isn't.
No,itdidn'twin theNorth this year, had a seven-game winning
Atlantic Conference, make it to the streak at mid-season, and advanced
Nr AA tournament, or bring in lots beyond the first-round conference
of noney and crowds. The team play-off game.
"We had a lot more desire
dir, however, work hard, improve
its record substantially from last than last year," said junior Cheryl
season, reach all ofits goals, become Cote. "We wanted to prove to evcloser as friends and teammates, erybody that we are a much better
team."
and above all have fun.
Desire was the one element
"Weare a very close team,"
this team-filled with
propelled
that
fnextyear's
saidDebRussell,oneo
ability, and
leadership
depth,
talent,
cares
us
of
one
"Each
tri-captains.
spot at the
rightful
its
respect-into
It
team.
the
on
else
everyone
about
Maine
with
ladder
NAC
the
of
top
I've
season
enjoyable
most
the
was
Vermont.
and
anybody
on
down
was
one
No
had.
"We are definitely proud
else, and that was a big factor in our
of ourselves," said co-captain Sue
success."
UNH's success is also Ryan. "The whole season we played
shown by its impressive statistics well together. It was a total team
and overall record. The Wildcats effort"
That same team effon will
were picked to finish in sixth place
year, missing only the
next
back
be
Conference
Atlantic
North
in the
The only other
Ryan.
graduating
a
just
was
it
But
polls.
pre-season
co-captain
team,
the
on
senior
third
secured
Wildcats
poll, and the
graduating
also
is
Daly,
Kendall
conference
the
in
place this season
to go to
plans
but
semester,
this
The
record.
with an overall 18-8
Daly
UNH.
at
here
school
graduate
club
the
since
team's best record
so
year,
sophomore
her
red-shirted
season.
1987-88
went 19-8 in
eligibility
of
year
more
one
has
she
Kathy
coach
Head

By Bryan Mitchell

spots, and played with a lot of intenDaly, averaging 10.9 sity and determination. She was
points per game, rebounded from a second on the team from three point
mediocre season last year and was range hitting 8 of29 for the season.
Kerri Eaton and Teya
an essential team leader on and off
the floor. Daly possessed the hot Eaton performed consistently at the
shooting hand for the 'Cats during guard spot. Kerri started all but one
their seven game winning streak, game, and freshman Teya got a lot
being the high team scorer in five of of playing time and earned Rookie
of the Week honors earlier this
the seven wins.
Joining Daly in her captain season.
Juniors Karyn McCoy and
duties next year will be juniors Laura
Seiden and Russell. Seiden, elected Cheryl Cote are better known for
totheNorthAtlanticAll-Conference their defensive prowess, and should
second team, was the 'Cats top play a major role in any success
scorerand second leading rebounder UNH has next year.
The two freshmen recruits,
behind Daly. She averaged 13.3
points from the floor, and pulled Sue McLaughlin and Jenny
down an average 5.3 rebounds per Matteson,onlyplayedsparinglythis
year, but worked hard in practice.
game.
"The freshmen are great,"
Russell didn't start any
games this season, butalwayscame said McCoy. "Even though they
through when the team needed a didn't get a lot of playing time this
year, they still practiced real hard."
basket or an important rebound.
Practicing and practicing
UNH's shooting sisters,
Marcie and Meaghan Lane, both hard will be the attitude the 'Cats
had outstanding seasons. Marcie need to possess to do even beuer
orchestrated the fast transition game next year. UNH has all the advanof the 'Cats at point guard. She was tages going into next season. It
also the Wildcats team leader in retains the same close-knit group of
three-pointers (33), assists (3.8 per talented players, while other teams
game), steals (1.4 per game), and like Maine are losing several starters.
minutes played (34.8).
"Next year should be
Meaghan Lane came off
the bench and filled in at the guard great," said McCoy. "It is definitely
a time for us to take advantage of
left.

3-2 start for
baseball

'Cats beat Yale
WOMEN'S LAX, From page 24

said Haytayan, "but I knew I needed to do something to win
this game. There was no way we were leaving Yale with a
loss."
On a free position with no angle, Haytayan found the
opening she needed to score the game winner.
The Wildcats started off the game fast, strong and confident with a quick goal scored by sophomore Kim Tombarelli
in the first few minutes of the game.
UNH scored three unanswered goals in the first half. the
other two by Alita Haytayan. Yale answered the Wildcat
scoring rush with two goals by freshmen Holly Ramer and
JackieJoseph. Ramerscoredhersecondgoal with IO minutes
remaining to take a 4-3 lead over New Hampshire.
"After the first 10 minutes of the game our execution fell
apart, we lost a handle on the basic fundamentals and let Yale
narrow the margin at halftime," said coach Anderson.
"UNH's transition was poor," according to junior attack
wing Laura Clarie. "We were slow in getting our act together
and our shot selection was not great. We created a lot of
turnovers."
Anderson agreed that their transition really hurt the
Wildcats. "We turned the ball over consistently," said
Anderson, "but this is to be expected since this is only the
second time they have played on a full-sized field."
Anderson remarked that the whole defense was outstanding-playing together and working as a team. Anderson
also praised the great work of freshmen Tiffany Johnson and
Maja Hansen, who picked up lacrosse as a second sport to
soccer this year.
"Defense got every 50-50 ball they were in contention
for," said Anderson.
The UNH Wildcats are scheduled to meet Dartmouth at
home Wednesday at 3 p.m.

what's happening in the conference."
"The players need to work
the summer," said
over
hard
Sanborn. "Everyone is feeling good.
They just have to keep a basketball
in their hands over the summer."
Feeling good about this
year's accomplishments has helped
the team stay positive and end the
season on a high note. The 'Cats,
however, are aware of a few things
that still need to be ironed out before
next season.
"We need to be more aggressive on defense and rebounding," said Cote. "We also need
work on our offenses and set plays.
We can get a better shot if we can
work through our plays."
Daly also recognizes the
work needed on rebounding, but
states that consistency and mental
toughness will be major factors next
year.
"We have to learn to put
two halves together," said Daly. "We
also have to want it like the other
teams."
The Wildcats are ready for
another successful season next year.
If nothing else, next season could
finally be the chance UNH needs to
erase its four year losing streak
against Maine, and bury the Bears
once and for all.

BASEBALL, From page 24

hitter Scott Ivens, and left fielder Bobby
Payzont.
In the final game of the weekend, UNH
survived a late inning rail y to beat the F ightin'
Blue Hens 10-9. Delaware scored nine runs
in the last two innings but came up short .
Erik Mayo pitched five plus innings,
giving up only three runs, walking two, and
striking out four en route to his first win. Jon
Dion and Bob Jordan finished up for Mayo.
The offense was once again keyed by
Niejadlik and Batchelder. Niejadlik had another big day going 2 for 4, scoring two runs,
and driving in three.
The Wildcats next game will be the home
opener April 4, at noon.

WILDCHATS
Tuesdays
11 p.m.- midnight
WUNH91 .3FM
UNH gymnasts take second place behind Towson State at the ECA C
championships held Saturday in Lundholm gymnasium (Nate Rowe/
TNH Staff photo). SEE STORY ON PAGE 1.

The Men's Rugby team opens its season at home
against UMaine Sat. at noon on the upper field.

Glenn Hauser
and Kevin Gray
talk UNH sports.
Call 862-2222
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Men's track fired up for big season
By Dan Bureau
TNH Sports Staff

After an extremely successful indoor
season, one that left UNH 7-2 in regular
meets, the men's track team returns to action
this weekend against UMass in the outdoor
season opener. According to head coach Jim
Boulanger, the team is ready for big results.
"We've come off of a very strong indoor
season, which should lead us right into an
even stronger outdoor season," Boulanger
states.
The team will be relying heavily on the
efforts of Greg Wipf and Dan O 'Shaughnessy
- two seniors who both qualified for the
IC4A championship during the indoor season.
Wipf, a strong competitor the last four
years in distance events, will be looking to
better his results from last season after an
impressive 4: 16.87 mile run in the NAC
Championships. "Greg can better that time,"
Boulanger said. "He came close at the IC4As

and he'll be a tough competitor." he said.
0' Shaughnessy has two goals in mind as
he enters his final season - perform well for
the school and break a record.
0' Shaughnessy achieved a personal best
of 48.57 in the 400-meter during the indoor
season.
"Indoor running is slower than outdoor,
and if I can perform that well indoors, I hope
I can achieve the record outdoors," said
O'Shaughnessy... It's definitely a realistic
goal."
A return to the IC4As is "definitely realistic also," added O'Shaughnessy. "I hope
to progress throughout the season and peak a
little later. If I peak within the last two meets
then I have a good shot at the IC4A. I was
disappointed that I didn't do better at the
indoor IC4As, so now I want to do better."
Another senior who hopes to leave his
UNH track career with an impressive season
is Roger Baker. The hammer throw will be
Baker's event, and after a season of top-three

finishes indoors, he hopes to take it one step to a successful season.
farther and advance to the IC4As.
In the hurdles, look for Scott Clegg to
"It's a possibility," Baker said. "I need to perform well. Paul Paquette and Bob Velchek
throw hard and do it consistently. It's great to appear ready to sprint their way to successful
do at least as well as any other season, but it's seasons and Jim Gebhart will run in the 800even greater to do better."
meter. Jeff Sallade, who had a very impresWith all the talk of departing seniors, it is sive outdoor season last year, will be back in
easy to overlook the younger members of the the steeplechase, Mike McGrath will return
team. Freshman Calvin Brown, a jumper, to the javelin, an event in which he holds·the
doesn't talk of breaking records, just of win- record, and John Lafaro and Mark Gottdehker
ning meets.
should be strong in the jumps.
"I want to be competitive and score for
"Strength in running events is big,"
the team," said Brown. "I can't think of Boulanger said. "And we have a young throw
records at such a young age. It would be nice, team. but Baker and McGrath should perform
but I just want to concentrate on my team well and lead the men. Overall, we have
effort and be a tough competitor."
strong leadership returning from the indoor
Brown jumped his way to top-three fin- season and I see it getting stronger."
ishes in every regular season meet and
"No season is easy against the likes of
achieved a personal best of 45' 11" in the UMass, UVM, Brown, or Northeastern, but
triple jump.
we'll do well," said O'Shaughnessy. "The
Boulanger commented on the all-around guys are competitive and healthy and we '11
depth of the team and mentioned several keep improving as a team, and that will make
other members who promise to help the 'Cats the difference."

Women's crew
team rows past
Smith College
By Michelle LaRoche
TNH Staff

A determined UNH women's
crew team refused to let rain, cold
temperatures or Smith College
stand in its way of victory Saturday.
In the team's first regatta of the
season, the Wildcats left their Smith
challengers behind in three of the
day's five races.
The varsity team showed its
strength early in the race, pulling
away from its Smith counterparts
before the halfway point
Led by coxswain Tina Giard,
the rowers. Kate Scanlon, Chris
Wilson, Kerry Swift, Laura
LaTorre. Margo Hamilton, Kristin
McCormack, Kathleen Conway
and Terry Paige, provided no opportunity for Smith to make up the
difference.
UNHfinishedthe 1,750meter
course in 6:46, 16 seconds ahead of
Smith.
The junior varsity women had
agreaterchallengetocontendwith.
The teams were dead even until the
final meters of the race. Under the
leadership of coxswain Shauna
Sipe, the Wtlocatscaptured another
victory with a margin of only four
seconds.
·

RowersAngelalannicelli, Lisa
Philippe, Emily Dawson, Kelly
Johnson, Alicia Dragon, Kim
Vagos, Deb Mudge and Nicole
Abshier powered the junior varsity
boat.
The first novice boats raced in
the closest match-up of the day.
The Wildcats fell behind the
Smith team with about 1,000 meters
left in the race. But UNH women

Kerrie Williams, Alicia Dragon,
Helen Vostrovsky, Rachel Kroe,
Jessica Larcom, Sara Smolenack,
Doreen Leggett and Bridget
Mcsweeney wouldn't give up.
With only 500 meters left, the
women turned on the power and
sprinted to the finish, leaving a
three-second difference between
them and the Smith rowers.
Inexperience put UNH at a
disadvantage for the second novice
race. Of the eight rowers, three
joined the team only a few weeks
prior to this race.
The Wildcats found themselves behind after a slow start
Despite their efforts to catch up,
crew members, Kristin Cobb,
· Karen Kemp, Kristin Goss, Chris
Erling, Heidi Hawkensen, Melissa
Pickens and Jen Butner finished 20
seconds behind Smith.
In the only fours race of the
day, a UNH novice lightweight
team competed against two Smith
varsity boats. One of the Smith
fours pulled ahead early in the race,
finishing 32 seconds ahead of their
second boat and 58 seconds before
the UNH crew.
The novice four was coxed by
Sarah Cloutier with Chris Erling,
Tara Mardigan, Liz Fotheringham
and Lisa Parkinson rowing.
Varsity coach Jennie Marshall
was "reasonably satisfied" with the
varsity and junior varsity wins.
"I think they got a little anxious," said Marshall. "I wanted
them to try and stay cahn and be
aggressive,concentrateonstrength
rather than speed, for this first race."
Marshall said that much of the
problem for the rowers was the

•
lack of time they had to prepare
before this race.
Freezing temperatures and
high winds limited the teams' time
on the water throughout the past
two weeks, said Marshall.
This should not have factored
into Saturday's race since Smith
has had similar problems. Both
Marshall and novice women's

coach Marc Lessard said that UNH
typically fares well against the
Smith women.
Though the first novice crew
won its race, the margin was smaller
than in past years, according to
Lessard. A sign that the team has
some catching up to do, he said.
In recent weeks, the teams
have been focusing more on next

weekend than this past Smith race.
Next Saturday, the women face
Dartmouth and Northeastern at
home and Boston University in
Boston on Sunday.
"We trained through this race,"
said Marshall. "We'll taper the
training for next weekend.
Dartmouth, Northeastern and BU
offer a lot more competition than
Smith."

Men's track preview,

Women's crew,
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Women's hoop wrapup,
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Women's
lax steals
win from
Yale, 5-4

Weather, Blue
Hens take toll on
men's lacrosse

By Michael Hayward
TNH Sports Staff
Penalties and turnovers,
along with a Delaware five-goal
scoring spree in the fourth
quarter, denied the UNH men's
lacrosse team a chance to open
its 19')2 season with a win.
UNH would probably like
to blame Saturday's blizz.ardlike conditions for its 11-2 loss,
but the Fightin' Blue Hens faced
the same inclimate we.ather.
The ·cats, playing a home
match on Astroturf at MIT because of the sloppy field conditions in Durham, were hoping
to continue the dominance in
scoring they displayed in Arizona during spring break. The
le.am destroyed Arizona State
35-1 and crushed the University of Arizona 16-2. But the
Delaware game proved to UNH
that the collegiate lacrosse
cor.. petition in the East is much
tougher than the West
Delaware (3-3) proved it

had depth in its program, going
into the locker room at intermission with a 6-1 lead.
Sophomore Chris Midura
scored UNH's lone goal.
The 'Cats were able to stop
the Fightin' Blue Hens in the
second quarter. SophomoreJim
Palmer notched another goal
for UNH with senior Scott
Wojonovich getting the assist.
But at the end of the third period
UNH was still in a deficit with
the score 6-2. In the fourth
quarter, the 'Cats fell flat, attempting bad passes and committing penalties that got them
into several 6-on-5 man situations. Delaware capitalized on
UNH's misfortune by scoring
five goals.
"Weplayedfla~" said head
coach Jim Urquhart. "The
weather was horrible, but
Delaware had to face it also."
The 'Cats will try to even
their record as they play host to
Hartford on Wednesday at 3
p.m.

By Joan Schultz
TNH Sports Staff
The New Hampshire women's lacrosse
team went straight at Yale in its eason opener
on Saturday, beating Yale 5-4. This is the first
time in the last two meetings that UNH de~~• feated Yale.
Down 4-3, the Wildcats' Mandy Kernan
tied the game scoring off her own rebound
r,...:.~r,m with I :55 left in the game.
The turning point of the game was senior
captain Alira Haytayan ·s game-winning goal
with 27 seconds remaining to play. .. T h e
whole momentum of the game and attitude of
the team changed when Alita took charge of
the game," said Anderson. "With one minute
left in the game she decided to take charge.
She was winning the game."
Haytayan went down to double on defense as Yale was stalling with the ball.
Haytayan picked off a pass, ran the length of
the field and was fouled with 54 seconds
'l'lllt•m's lacralle ttalll prepares larWedllesday'spae
remaining...I got lucky picking off the pas ,"
llardri (Nate Rowe/l'NH Std Pllolo).
WOMEN'S LAX, see page 22

Baseball squad beats
up on Delaware Hens
Win three out offour games over weekend
By Colin C. Haley
TNH Sports Staff
The UNH baseball team scored 39 runs
this weekend to take three out of four games
from Delaware. The weekend's action raised
the 'Cat's overall record to 3-2, 3-1 in the
· North Atlantic Conference.
It looked as if it was going to be a long
weekend for ihe Wildcats when they lost
Friday afternoon to LaSalle and then dropped
the first game of the Delaware series, 7-3. In
that game, played in high winds with a wind
chill factor of 15 degrees, Delaware tagged
UNH pitcher Gardner O 'Flynn for seven hits
and six runs over four innings. He walked
two and struck out three, taking the loss for
the 'Cats.
Bob Jordan and Rich Muthersbaugh
finished up the game, each throwing an inning.
"It was tough we.ather to pitch in," said Jordan. "My hands were dry and the wind was
blowing straight out. You have to be careful
because any ball hit in the air had a chance of
going out."
In that game, catcher Jeff Niejadlik went
1 for2 with 2 RBI. Leftfielder Bobby Payzont
picked up the other RBI.
In game two of Saturday's double-he.ader,
UNH exploded with 14 runs, 4 of them driven

in by rightfielder John Batchelder, who went
2 for 4 on the day, including a home run.
Muthersbaugh picked up his first win,
coming on in relief for Jim Collins in the
fourth. Junior Bob Jordan mopped up for his
first save.
Captain Dave Stewart went 3 for 4 in the
game and crossed the plate three times. Joseph Sarno, Jim Neary, Niejadlik, and Chuck
Tsiamis all had two RBI apiece.
UNH trailed 10-8 going into the sixth
when they rallied for four runs to take the le.ad
for good. They added two more in the seventh for a 14-11 final.
On Sunday, UNH continued to roll over
Delaware, winning 12-5, thanks to strong
hitting and a complete game from freshman
Kevin Theberge.
Theberge picked up his first win of the
~ n . scattering eight hits and giving up
five runs, four of them earned. He walked
three and struck out four.
Niejadlik continued to swing a hot bat,
going 3 for 5 and driving in four runs. On the
weekend, the backstop was 6 for 12 with 11
RBI - not a bad way to start off the year.
Also having good games at the plate
were second baseman Joe Sarno, designated
BASEBALL, see page 22

Morrow closes
in on Hartford
contract
Whaler
------

By Steve Lankier
TNH Sports Staff'
The Hartford Whalers can't wait to get
their hands on Scott Morrow. As of last night,
the Whalers were only a phone call away of
triggering the start of Morrow's pro hockey
career.
Just four short days after the Wildcats'
outstanding season ended, Morrow and the
Whalers have almost completed negotiations
on a two-year contract with an option. The
only loose end left in the deal is the signing
bonuses included. If Morrow completes the
de.al, he will be heading to the Whalers AHL
affiliate, the Springfield Indians.
After watching Morrow post 53 points
on the season and play a huge part in the 'Cats
drive to the NCAA Championships, the
Whalers cannot be blamed for wanting the
senior winger's services, especially considering that the Indians are currently in first
place and striving to capture the Calder Cup.
The decision to leave school two months
before graduation was tough for Morrow, but
he didn't want pass up the opportunity of
getting his career started.
"This is a real good opportunity to get

my feet wet," said Morrow. ''1be Whalers
feel that I can help out right away."
For Morrow, the future hol~ an entirely
new set of goals. and judging by the way he
netted his goals with the 'Cats, he could be
bearing the Whaler's blue and green jersey
before long.
'There is always a~ibility that I could
go up this year," Morrow said. "But fcx now,
I'm just hoping to go in and do my best.
Hopefully, I can make a name for myself this
season, so when next year starts up I'm not
just some new kid on the block."
After playing for four years with the
same squad. Morrow admits the transition to
a new team will be a little strange. "It's
definitely going to beadifferentatmosphere,"
Morrow said ''Now playing hockey is going
to be my life and my job, but I'm excited
about it"
UNH fans will certainly miss Morrow's
rigorous style of play. The bonecrushing hits
he administered and the soldier-like p-esence
he displayed in front of oppo ing nets left
their mark at Snively Arena. Stay nmed,
however, as Morrow may be lighting up the
boards on NESN real soon.

